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Abstract
A scheme is described which sequentially encodes the output of a
discrete letter source into the input symbols of a discrete memoryless
channel, with adjacent channel symbols mutually constrained over a
length, n. The encoder permits desired channel input symbol proba-
bilities to be approximated closely. Decoding at the receiver is accom-
plished with delay n by means of sequential tests on potential transmitted
sequences with reject criteria set so that incorrect sequences are likely
to be rejected at short lengths and the correct sequence is likely to be
accepted. Averaged over a suitably defined ensemble of encoders, the
decoding scheme has an average probability of error, with an upper
limit whose logarithm approaches -nE(R) for large n. E(R) is dependent
only on the data rate, R. For a channel symmetric at its output with
equally likely inputs, the exponent E(R) is optimum for rates greater than
a rate called Rcrit For such symmetric channels, a computation cut-
off rate, Rutoff is defined. For R < Rcutoff, the average number
of decoding computations per symbol. does not grow exponentially with n;
it is upper bounded by a quantity proportional to n raised to the power
2[1+R/Rcutoff]o A procedure for reducing an arbitrary discrete memory-
less channel to a symmetric channel is given.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUC TION
Shannon(l), (2) demonstrated the existence of block codes of length n,
which signal over a discrete memoryless channel at a rate R less than channel
u* -nE(R)
capacity C with a probability of error* less than 2 e , where E(R) is a
positive exponent which is a function of R but independent of n. Shannon defines
an ensemble of codes in a manner which facilitates the bounding of the probability
of error averaged over the ensemble, Pe. If we randomly select a code from
the ensemble with its corresponding probability, then, with probability at least
l-f, the code's probability of error will be no more than Pe/f Thus we may
expect almost any code of length n selected at random to have a probability of
error bounded by a quantity proportional to e nE(R)
The optimum decoding procedure for block codes requires that for each
possible received sequence of length n, the input message most likely to have
caused it be stored (codebook decoding). Since the number of possible output
messages increases exponentially with n, the amount of storage required for
decoding increases exponentially. Alternately, one can dispense with this
large storage requirement and, from a knowledge of the code and channel
statistics, calculate the a posteriori probability of each possible input sequence.
conditional upon the particular output sequence received and thereby accomplish
a maximum likelihood decision. Since the number of possible input sequences
nR
M = e increases exponentially with n if R is to be held fixed, the amount of
computation required for decoding increases exponentially with n.
(1), (2) All numbered references are listed on page 98. The results of (2) are
stronger than the corresponding results of (1).
In this discussion, by probability of error of a code, we mean average
probability of error when the admissible inputs are equally likely.
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nR
The encoder at the transmitter must map one of M = e events into
nR
one of e possible transmitted sequences associated with the code used.
Similarly, if the receiver is to compute the set of a posteriori probabilities,
it must duplicate the encoder. It is clear that in general an arbitrary code
nR
will require an encoder of complexity proportional to eo In the special
cases of the binary symmetric channel (BSC) and the binary erasure channel
(BEC), the ensemble of parity check codes yields an upper bound to probability
of error with the same exponential 'behavior as the set of all codes. (3)
If a binary sequence of length k is viewed as a vector in a k dimensional
vector space Vk, parity check codes may be viewed as the set of linear trans-
formations of the vectors in Vk to vectors in an n dimensional vector space
V n. The vector spaces are defined on the field Z 2 = ( 0, 1 . The sequence
of binary digits of length n corresponding to the vector in V n is transmitted
over the channel. The rate R = _m. Clearly, a parity check code is defined
by the k x n matrix that corresponds to the transformation from Vk to V n .
Let the k x n matrix of a parity check code be partitioned as in
Figure 1. Elia.s(3) showed that if M 1 = I, the k x k identity matrix, and M
is filled in by letting its first row be the first k digits of some generator
sequence G of length n, its second row be the second to (k + 1)St digits of G,
etc., then. the set of all such codes have a probability of error with optimum
exponent for rates near capacity. These are called "sliding parity check"
codes. In this case, encoding may be accomplished with an amount of computa-
tion per check digit that is proportional to the code length no
In the same paper. Elias defines convolutional "parity check symbol
encoding" where information digits are interspersed with check digits, each
of which is determined as the mod 2 sum of a fixed pattern of the preceding
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k = nR information digits. This permits the check digits to be determined
sequentially for information sequences of arbitrary length. Again, encoding
is accomplished with an amount of computation per digit which is proportional
to n, the effective constraint length. Individual information digits may be de-
coded after a delay of n digits with an error proportional to exp [ -nE(R)],
where E(R) is optimum for rates near capacity.
These special means of encoding for channels with binary inputs which
are to be used with equal frequency did not solve the decoding requirement
of exponential storage or computation.
Wozencraft(4 ) devised a procedure which permits decoding the BSC
with a computational complexity which increases only algebraically with n,
and has probability of error which decreases exponentially with n, and with
the optimum exponent for rates near capacity. He modified Elias' convolutional
parity check encoding by convolving a fixed generator sequence G of length n
with the last k information places which are expanded to length n by the inter-
k 1
spersal of redundancy places set equal to 0. For example, if R = n -
a message sequence would read...OIOIO. .. where I is an information digit
which may be 0 or 1. The encoded sequence is the output of the convolution
operation. The message sequence steps once for each encoded digit.
Wozencraft specified a sequential procedure at the receiver which de-
codes individual information digits. The procedure is to compare the received
sequence against branches of the tree generated by the convolutional generator
starting from a particular point. All decisions up to this point are assumed
correct. A path is followed until the a posteriori probability that it caused
This description is applicable for R = 1 , where m is a positive integer.m
·- ----· ---~~~~~~·-   -- --- ·- --~~~~---------
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the actual received sequence is less than some value 2-K 1 A path may be
eliminated before n digits are considered. If so, all branches originating
from the end of this path are no longer considered. The process continues
until either, of the following occur:
1. A path is found which satisfies the criterion (is more likely
than 2 K 1 ). In this case a decision is made on the first branch
of this path. This is equivalent to deciding on the information
digit that produced this path.
2. No path satisfies the criterion. In this case the procedure is
repeated for criterion K 2 = K 1 + AK. In general, Kj = Kj_ + K.
Wozencraft indicated that for R < Rcutoff < C, where Rcutoff is a
function of C, sequential decoding may be accomplished with the average
number of computations required per digit increasing no faster than An log n
where A is a constant independent of n, but dependent on R and C. The
probability that a digit is decoded incorrectly is bounded by Pe < Bn exp [-nE(R)]
where E(R) is the optimum exponent for rates near capacity, and B is inde-
pendent of n, but dependent on R and C. These results are conditional on the
assumption that no prior decoding errors have been made.
Wozencraft bounded the computations required to eliminate all sequences
starting with the digit to be decoded when it is incorrect. He did not, however,
bound the computations required to accept a sequence starting with the digit to
be decoded when it is correct. In unpublished work, R. Gallager has modified
the decoding procedure in such a manner that the average number of computa-
tions may be firmly bounded. His result is that the average number of computa-
tions is less than An log n. The modification in the decoding procedure causes
the probability of error bound to be d teriorated to n 2 nE(R)the probability of error bound to be et ed B  e
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(5)Epstein obtained some interesting results for the Binary Erasure
Channel (BEC). Due to the especially simple nature of this channel (we can
never confuse a zero for a one or a one for a zero; the channel can only intro-
duce an ambiguity (erasure)), block decoding need not require a complexity
3growing more quickly than n . However, if convolutional encoding and se-
quential decoding is used, the average number of computations required per
digit is independent of n, and dependent only on R and C. This result is ap-
plicable for all R < C.
In this research, we consider the problem of generalizing Wozencraft's
work to the general discrete memoryless channel. There are four main as-
pects to this generalization: (1) encoding and decoding, (2) decoding complexity,
(3) error behavior, and (4) channel inclusion. Our results for each aspect
are summarized below.
1. Encoding and Decoding: A scheme is described in Chapter II
which sequentially encodes the output of an arbitrary discrete
letter source into the input symbols of a discrete memoryless
channel, with adjacent channel symbols mutually constrained
over a length, n. The encoder permits desired channel input
symbol probabilities to be approximated arbitrarily closely in
order to optimize the error exponent. Two closely related de-
coding schemes are described in Chapter III. These operate by
performing sequential tests on potential transmitted sequences
with reject criteria so set that incorrect sequences are likely
to be rejected at short lengths, and the correct sequence is
likely to be accepted. The decoding delay equals the effective
constraint length, n.
 I_ __ ____ l-clr(·* · _-p·-------^-_·-._··wr---rru^--- ·  · I-^--·---c·-----srr-I·---l-r__ --_--·-___·rr^---r_-r --------u,
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2. Decoding Complexity: We discuss in Chapter IV the decoding
complexity averaged over a suitably defined ensemble of en-
coding shcemes of Chapter II. The discussion is restricted to
channels symmetric at their output* with equally likely inputs.
The simpler of the two decoding schemes suggests, but does
not guarantee, decoding with an average number of computa-
tions upper-bounded by a quantity in the form AnB, where
n is the decoding delay, A is independent of n, but dependent
on the source rate R, and B < R/Rcutoff' where Rcutoff is a
quantity defined in Chapter IV. This result holds for R < Rcutoff
(B < 1). The more complex decoding scheme guarantees decod-
ing with an average number of computations upper-bounded by
An ? (l+B), This, too, holds for R < R utoff' The expression
for Rcutoff reported here is particularized to the BSC in Chap-
ter VIo It is greater than or equal to the previously reported
estimate of it( , with equality only in the trivial cases of cross-
over probability equal to 0 and 1/2.
3. Error Behavior: It is shown in Chapter V that both decoding
schemes applied to the general channel give rise to an average
probability of error over the ensemble less than a quantity pro-
portional to n 2 exp [ -nE 1 (R)], where the exponent E 1 (R) is posi-
tive for all R < C, and independent of n. For large n, E 1 (R) ap-
proaches the exponent reported by Shannon In the special case
of a channel symmetric at its output with equally likely inputs,
the average probability of error for both schemes is less than a
*t A channel symmetric at its output is defined on page 46 .
I_ _I II _ _ _ _
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quantity proportional to n exp [ -nE Z (R)]. For large n, E (R)
approaches the optimum error exponent for R greater than a
rate, R °t' defined in Chapter V. In all non-trivial cases,
Rcrit < Rcutoff
4. Channel Inclusion: We show in Chapter VI that with reasonably
simple switching logic at the input and output of an asymmetric
channel, it can be made to look like a. symmetric channel insofar
as the sequential encoding and decoding procedures are concerned.
Thus the decoding complexity results of Chapter IV can be made
to apply to a general discrete memoryless channel.
If, over the encoding ensemble, the average number of decoding compu-
tations is N, and the average probability of error is P then a random selection
e9
from the encoding ensemble has a probability no more than fl of requiring an
average number of decoding computations greater than N/f'l o Similarly, the
random selection has a probability no more than f 2 of giving rise to a proba-
bility of error greater than Pe/f2 Thus a random selection has probability
at least I -- f- f2 of simultaneously requiring an. average number of computa-
tions no greater than N/fl and producing a probability of error no greater than
Pe/f2 o Thus we may expect almost any random selection from the encoding
ensemble to exhibit satisfactory decoding complexity and probability of error
characteristics simultaneously. Thus we have demonstrated that data can 'be
sent at a finite rate over a discrete memoryless channel with an error that
varies exponentially with decoding delay, n and with a decoding complexity
that varies, not exponentially with n, but, as n raised to some power.
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CHAPTER II
SEQUENTIAL ENCODING
Suppose a discrete memoryless channel has input symbols 1, . .. , a,
output symbols 1, . ., b, and transition probabilities qi(j) of receiving output
symbol j when input symbol i is transmitted. This channel has a capacity, C.
If we desire to transmit over this channel at a rate R, R < C, then we know
from Shannon's work ( that if block codes of length n are used, there is a choice
of input symbol a priori probabilities which maximizes the exponent in the
probability of error expression. Thus we may expect the performance of any
coding scheme, block or otherwise, to be dependent on the frequency with
which the various channel symbols are used.
Our object in this section is to describe an encoding scheme for mapping
output sequences from an independent letter source into sequences of channel
input symbols which are used with a desired probability. We desire to do
this encoding in a sequential manner so that sequential decoding may be at-
tempted at the receiver. By sequential encoding we mean that the channel
symbol to be transmitted at any time is uniquely determined by the sequence
of output letters from the message source up to that time. Sequential decoding
will be discussed in the next chapter.
We will ignore the diaphantine problem for the moment and assume
that an independent letter source delivers one of m equally likely letters each
second, where log m = R, the desired rate. We let s be the event that at
time t, the independent letter source output is the kth letter, k = 1, ... , m.
Further, we let st be the output at time t, whichever letter it is, and s be the
kth output letter, whenever it occurs. Also we let S = (. ... t. )
s_ 1, s t , st+1 ..
__1_11 ·1 __·_IIIY___·IIX__111_-1_ I.I-I_· Ili--iL- ·-I1LIIII·ILII_·Ili-L----·LI_ -- -- i
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be any sequence of source output letters, either finite or infinite. The set of
all S sequences is denoted by { S} .
The encoding problem is to map a source sequence S into a sequence
of channel input symbols U = (... ut ut' ut+l'''', . . ) such that adjacent u
symbols are interdependent. It is precisely this dependency which is to be
employed in decoding with low probability of error. We desire to encode
source letters sequentially, i. e., one by one. This is so that the decoding
at the receiver can proceed sequentially. A natural way to encode sequentially
and build in the intersymbol constraints is to let ut be some function, , of
the n previous source letters:
ut = 4 (St' St-l'''' St-nfl)
where n is the effective constraint length.
The function should be simple enough to instrument, preferably
with digital equipment. Further, a fixed function, O4, should give rise to a
probability measure on { U} which on the one hand matches the frequency
with which the various u symbols should be used for maximum error exponent
at rate R, and on the other hand, permits quantitative evaluation of the decod-
ing procedure. We now describe an encoding scheme that meets these
objective s.
Suppose by some means or another, we know the desired probabilities
of the channel input symbols corresponding to source rate R, and we approxi-
mate these probabilities by the rational fractions Pi = Ni/D where the N i are
Throughout this research we have occasion to refer to sequences of events
of various length and to the particular events occurring at particular times.
We will consistently use the following notation: Lower case letters will denote
events at particular times; upper case letters will denote sequences of these
events. Subscripts on lower case letters will denote the time at which the event
occurs. Superscripts on lower case letters denote to which of the severan pos-
sible events we are referring. Variations from this notation will be pointed out
as they occur.
(1_ ·-l·lllll----C I ii --I I C·II--IIMC1-III--II··UI-·IP-*IIIIUPDI -
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positive integers, i = 1, .. , a and D is a prime number raised to a positive
integral power. It is clear that we may approximate the desired probabilities
a
arbitrarily closely with D chosen sufficiently large. Clearly Z N. = D.
i=l
Our discussion of the encoding scheme will proceed with the assumption
that D is a prime number. This is done so that the reader not familiar with
the theory of finite fields will not be confused. In Appendix I, the discussion
is generalized to D = pk where p is prime and k is a positive integer greater
than one.
At this point we define the one-one mapping p of s into the integers,
mod D. Thus
(s )=x, k= 1.., m.
a
Since log m = R< C - - Z Pi log Pi ' log a log D, m D; thus one-one map-
i=l
pings are possible.
A map acting on a sequence of s symbols induces a sequence of x
symbols:
+(S) = X
For transmission over the channel at rate R we desire to generate one
symbol from the channel input alphabet each time the message source delivers
a letter. Coding implies that adjacent channel alphabet symbols be statistically
dependent. Suppose we desire the channel alphabet symbol occurring at integral
time t to be dependent on the channel alphabet symbols occurring at times t - j,
where j = 1, 2, .. , n-l. This can be accomplished in the following manner:
Let
n-1
y Z gj.xtj (mod D)
j=0 t-j
___X__ -·1*---1- 1111_- 111 ^·
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where the gj are as yet unspecified elements of ZD = { 0, 1,..., D-l) , the
set of integers mod D. Define G as the ordered set (go0 g1' ... gn-1 ) In
other words, we have convolved a G sequence of length n with an X sequence
of length n, where all multiplication and addition operations have been performed
mod D. This may be visualized by referring to Figure 2.
Once each second the X sequence steps one box to the right and a new y
is computed. The generator sequence G remains fixed. Clearly Yt is also an
e lement of ZD. Thus the convolution of X with G induces a sequence of y integers
which we call Y. We shall use the notation
X * G=Y
where the symbol *' denotes convolution. The set of all possible G sequences
will be denoted by { G . Clearly, there are D elements in {G) .
To each Yt we will add mod D an integer f as shown in Figure 3, where
fj is an element of ZD.
Once each second the Y sequence steps one position to the right and
the F wheel rotates one position counterclockwise. Here we have identified
F with the ordered set (fl, ... fn). The output of this operation, x t , is the
mod D sum of Yt and the particular fj immediately below it in Figure 3. Thus
the addition of Y and F induces a sequence of z integers which we shall call
Z. We shall use the notation
Y F=Z
where the symbol ) denotes term by term addition mod D as shown in
Figure 3. The set of all possible F sequences will be denoted by { F .
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Clearly there are D elements in { F} . We now define a map of the z
integers onto' the channel input symbols. The domain of the map 0 is ZD.
We only consider a map which has the property that N. elements of the domain
1
have the channel input symbol i as their image, for i = 1, .. ,, a. This condi-
tion is clearly consistent with the fact that
a
Z N. = D
i=l 1
We have discussed the case where we send one channel symbol for each
output letter from the letter source. Since there are m possible output letters
from the letter source, our rate R = log m. However, we must consider the
situation where the desired rate R / log m. There are two cases to consider:
1. R < log m. Select R such that R is a rational fraction lesslog m
than 1, say a/p such that divides n. We will transmit at the rate R if we
modify the manner in which the X sequence to be convolved with G is formed.
Suppose X is formedp places at a time. These places will be made to cor-
respond to a sequence of a symbols from the source. Thus, the source se-
quence (1 s2, ... s ) is to be mapped into the X sequence (x 1, x2 , ... x X).
.th .th
Let the i th place of the S sequence map into the j place of the X sequence such
k k
such that (s ) = x. , k = 1, 2,... m. The remaining 3 - a places of the X
1 J
sequence are set identically equal to zero.
1
An example will make this clear. Suppose m = 3, a = 3, f = 5, x =1,
2 3
x = 2, x = 5, and sl, s2, s 3 map into xl, x 3 , and x 5 respectively. Then the
2 3 1
sequence S = (sl s2' s3) is mapped into the sequence X = (2, 0, 5, 0, 1).
* By "onto" we mean the range of the map is all of the channel input symbols.
~1""""-1'---~1-~----I  --- "I ---
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2. Suppose R > log m. Then define a new message source by taking
y letters at a time such that R < y log m. At this point the problem reduces
to case 1.
We recapitulate the above discussion in the diagram of Figure 4.
The behavior of the encoding scheme for fixed 4, G, F, and is
difficult to evaluate. However, we shall define an ensemble of encoding
schemes whose average behavior over the ensemble of codes can be evaluated.
We proceed to show that if F and G are randomly selected, no further estrictions
are necessary to obtain meaningful results.
First of all, we desire to find conditions such that Pr [ut] = Pi for all
t and i = 1,..., a. We call this condition 1.
Theorem 1: Condition 1 is satisifed if the elements of { F} are
equally likely.
The proofs of this and the following theorems are in Appendix A.
Secondly we desire to find conditions such that, if U = (u 1 , ... , uw),w n
w
Pr [U] = p . We call this condition 2.
r= r
Theorem 2: Condition 2 is satisfied if the elements of { F} are equally
likely.
Finally, let S and S' be two sequences of output letters from the message
source that are mapped into X and X' respectively by 4. Let x t = xtfor t O and
x1 / x i . Suppose X and X' induce channel input sequences U and U' respectively.
We will restrict our attention to U sequences of length n, i. e., U = (u 1 , . . ., u n )
and U' = (u',..., u' ). We desire to find conditions for which U and U' are1 n
statistically independent. We call this condition 3.
Theorem 3: Condition 3 is satisfied for any pair (X, X') where
Xt = x, t 0 and x l / x if (a) the elements of { Fl are equally likely, and
(b) the elements of { G) are equally likely.
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With a slight restriction on , condition 1 may be shown to hold if
the map operates directly on the Y sequence, if the elements of { G) are
equally likely. Thus the F sequence need not be introduced insofar as
condition 1 is concerned. However, the F-ensemble is necessary in order
to obtain condition 2. This can be seen by an example. Suppose n = 2, D = 3
and m 2. Assume x = 1, x = 2. For the elements of { G) equally likely,
the probability measure on Y sequences is a function of the X sequence under
consideration. For all possible X sequences equally likely, the probability
measure on the Y sequences are as tabulated below:
Y Pr[Y]
00 2/9
11 5/36
22 5/36
12 5/36
21 5/36
10 1/18
01 1/18
20 1/18
02 1/18
* The restriction is p (sk ) 0 for k = 1, ... , m.
- ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ , -
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From the table, it can be seen that Pr [Yt = i] = 1/3 for all t and i = 0, 1, 2.
However, Pr [t = i Yt_l = j ] / Pr [t = i] in general. For example
Pr [Yt = OlYt1 = 0] = 2/3 / 1/3. Thus condition 2 is not satisfied.
From theorems 1, 2, and 3 we conclude that an encoding scheme
selected at random from the ensemble of encoding schemes defined by
equally likely elements of { F} and { G) will give rise to U sequences
satisfying conditions 1, 2, and 3. There are no further restrictions on ,
0, or S. In order words, conditions 1, 2, and 3 will hold for a letter
source with non-equally likely letters and with adjacent letters mutually
dependent, i. e., for the most general discrete source. This research is
primarily concerned with coding for the channel. Thus only the simplest of
sources will be assumed: an independent source with equally likely letters.
However, the results to be shown for number of computations for decoding
and probability of error will hold for the most general discrete source, with
a suitable adjustment in the rate R to reflect the source entropy.
-.-·-- llll *-- . - - -_·- -
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CHAPTER III
SEQUENTIAL DECODING
A. Introduction
Sequential decoding, as is any effective decoding scheme, is closely
related to maximum likelihood decoding. To explain this relationship, it
is convenient to first describe maximum likelihood decoding for a block code.
B. Block Decoding
Suppose we construct a block code for use over a discrete memoryless
channel. We will send a sequence of input symbols of length n and receive a
sequence of output symbols of length n which we will call U and V respectively.
Let U = (u, . . .u) and V = (v, . ..v ) where subscript r corresponds to the
th
r symbol in the sequence of length n. The channel is defined by the set
of transition probabilities q(j) from input symbol i to output symbol j. From
the fact that the channel is memoryless, the transition probability from input
sequence U to output sequence V is:
n
Qu(V) quk(k) (3. 1)k=l k
A code, c, is the mapping of the integers 1, 2,. .,M onto a subset of
the U sequences. Let the map of integer corresponding to code c be
U. The decoding problem consists of deciding which integer I caused a
particular received output sequence V. The decision is most likely to be
correct if that integer with the largest a posteriori probability is selected.
In other words, we select that integer which maximizes the probability
of conditional on V and c By Baye's rule
1- _ 1 1 - - __
-_ _II 1 I __I· ~ I ----I- L·-- L
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Pr [ V c] Pr [ Ic] Pr [lI, c]Pr [ V, ] Pr I V CT. (3.2)
Pr [VI c]-
The event is independent of the code c. Also Pr [VII, c] = Pr [VIUc ]
is only a function of the channel and is given by Eq. (3. 1). Thus to achieve
the maximum likelihood decision, it is sufficient to maximize the quantity
Pr [ ] QU c (V) over I
In the special case where all input integers are equally likely, it
is sufficient to maximize QU c (V). In the BSC, the U's and V's are sequences
of zeroes and ones, and Qu(V) is monotonically related to the number of
places in which the U and V sequences under consideration differ.
At this point, it is convenient to consider code c as a member of
the set of codes { c) constructed as follows. Suppose over the set { c)
we desire to use the individual input symbols with probabilities Pi. Then we
may define a probability measure PU on the set of input sequences { U) by
viewing the individual letters of U as independently selected with probability
P i Thus:
n
P U = Pu (3. 3)
k=l Uk
A particular code c will correspond to randomly selecting a U sequence to
correspond to letter I where the selection is done with probability PU' This
is done for all I with sequences corresponding to and ' selected independently
for I / I '. All possible block codes make up the ensemble { c} .
The specification of pi and qi(j) induce a probability measure rj on
output symbol j where
a
r = p- iq(j (3.4)
3 i=l
IP -.( ICIXI I- 
- -
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Averaged over { c) , the set of output sequences { V) will occur with a
probability measure RV given by
n
R = r (3. 5)
k=l k
It is convenient to define the mutual information function:
Qu(V)
I(U; V) = logR (3.6)
Substituting Eqs. (3. 1) and (3. 4) into Eq. (3. 6), we obtain
n
I (U; V) = z Ik (3. 6a)
k=l
where
quk (k)
Ik = log (3. 7)
vk
We note that there are ab values of Ik corresponding to all combinations of
possible input symbols (a in number) and output symbols (b in number).
These ab values of Ik need not all be different.
Shannon(2)obtained an upper bound to probability of error for block
coding by constructing the ensemble { c} as described above. He then ob-
served that over { c}, if the received sequence V occurs when U is sent,
the joint event (U, V) occurs with probability measure Pr 1 [ U, V] = PUQu(V).
However, if the received sequence V occurs and a U is selected at random,
the joint event (U, V) occurs with probability measure Pr 2 [U, V] = PURv.
--I^_I~·· -- -^--- _I- -
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Shannon then observed that a maximum likelihood decoding procedure is at
least as good as a procedure where a threshold I0 for the random variable
I (U. V) is set, and an error is said to occur when either I (U; V) _- I0 for
V received and U = Uc where I is selected, or I (U, V) I for V received
and U = UI,, where is selected and ' I . In the former case (U; V) has
the measure Pr Z . These simple forms permit a bounding of the probability
of error which is minimized by an optimization of I0.
C. Sequential Decoding (After Wozencraft)
We now introduce the concept of sequential decoding for the channel.
Recognizing that the S sequence may not be synchronous with the U and V
sequences (see discussion of R < log m, Chapter II), we will confine our
discussion to the sequential decoding of the X sequence. Since the map
is one-one, a decision on an X sequence is equivalent to a decision on an
S sequence.
Sequential decoding implies that we decode one x symbol at a time.
The symbol x t is to be decoded immediately following the decoding of the
symbol xt 1 Thus the receiver has available the decoded set (.. .x_, x0 )
when it is about to decode x 1. We shall assume that these symbols have been
decoded without error. This assumption, although crucial to the decoding
procedure, is not as restrictive as it may appear. It will be discussed
in Chapter VI. In any case, the assumption permits the generation at the
receiver of a potential transmitted sequence (u 1, u 2 , ... ) generated by a
potential X sequence (X 1, . X n)
The symbol x t enters into the determination of n
input symbols ut, ut+l,.. ut+nl
.
But it is related to all output symbols
v k , k - t, as will be shown below. We desire the probability
·1^1111·11-sl III^ll__lll--IIIIXII-X·-..· I- -·-LI--.--l._
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Pr [x 1 .... x 1' xO' V' v 2 ,'..]. If position 1 is a redundancy position
introduced because R < log m, x 0. Thus we only consider the non-trivial
case where x 1 is the +-map of some sk, k = 1,..., m. The desired
probability equals Pr [x 1, x 2, . . . x 1 x, v1, 2 .. ], where the sum-
mation is over all sequences X of the form (x 2 , x 3,...). By Baye's rule, we
may express each of the probabilities in the sum as
Pr [x 1 , x 2 . ' ' .. X , XO' V1 2'v2 ... ]
Pr [v, v2 ... I ... X-l, x0 , X ... ] Pr [x1 , x 2, ...
Pr [v1 , v 2 ,... ... X-1 x 0 ]
In this expression use has been made of the fact that we are dealing with an
independent letter source; thus the xt's are independent.
Thus the maximum likelihood decision on x1 conditional on a particu-
lar received sequence (vl, v2, ... ) and certainty of the previous X sequence
(.. x 1' x 0 ) is that x 1 for which the sum
1 v 2 .. .Xl, x, Xl... ] Pr x, x2,' O ....] Pr[X 2'
is maximized. With the outputs of the message source equally likely, it is
sufficient to maximize the sum:
Z Pr [v 1 , v 2 ,.. X-' .. O' 1 x 0 , ]
Since Pr [vtl..., xt] = Pr [vtlxt-n+l, ., xt], we may rewrite the
last expression as:
Z Pr [v1 , v.... Ix n+2' Xn+3 ... x -l' xO' .... '']
_I _ IIU__ LYII___U1I··_Il___1-1·_lll_lr _;i_.ll- _---r-LIIY-C1-LIIII-XI_^- -- -Il_-----IIPI·--·-l I - ----- _II
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This is an awkward expression inasmuch as it is the sum of probabilities
of semi-infinite sequences. It is intuitively clearer to interpret this sum as
the limit of an expression which deals with finite sequences:
lim ZAvvxx
w-° o {x 2 , X... ..x } 1 w -n+2w'' w
For w finite, the expression is the finite sum of discrete probabilities. As
w - o, the expression becomes the infinite sum of probabilities each of
which approaches zero.
Thus the exact maximum likelihood determination of xl requires an
infinite delay. This is a consequence of the convolutional encoding. How-
ever, our approach to sequential decoding will not be maximum likelihood.
It shall deviate in two major respects:
1. We shall make our decision at a fixed w = n. This is done be-
cause we have demonstrated a sequential encoding procedure with the
properties implied by theorems 1 - 3 of Chapter II for U sequences of length
less than or equal to no We shall interpret n as the decoding delay. We note
that for block codes of length n, the decoding delay is also n; thus this
parameter will serve as a link for comparison purposes.
2. Instead of selecting that x1 for which the sum
Pr y1 .. v Ix ]fx2 Pr [-vn' * V +' n -n+Z' ' Xn]
is maximized, we will select the x1 belonging to any sequence (x 1 , xn)
which meets a criterion to be described below. This is done so that a
favorable decoding complexity will result.
--God
-·- _
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At this point we introduce some additional notation. Since we are con-
cerned with the decoding of x1 , we restrict our attention to those X consistent
with the previously decoded places (xt, t 0). An X sequence ending with
position w we will call Xw. With our encoding scheme, X induces transmitted
sequence U = (u 1, o, u ) and sequence V = (v 1 , .. v ) is received.
(Fixed G and F sequences are assumed. ) If xw is not a redundancy place,
each element of { X w 1 } and { Uw ) can be viewed as generating m elements
of { Xw} and { Un) respectively.
Thus the sets { X } and {U ) may be viewed topologically as in
Figure 5 The set elements are all the directed paths from the input node
to the output nodes of the tree. (There are no closed paths. ) From each non-
trivial intermediate node there emerges m directed links, one to each of m
nodes. All paths pass through n + 1 nodes. All paths starting at the input and
passing through w + 1 nodes are the elements of {Xw} or {Uw) depending upon
whether it is the {Xn} tree or { U } tree we are discussing.
As mentioned above, we will test sequences of the set { X ) which
are one to one related to sequences of {Un} . The test we perform is to compute
a quantity which varies monotonically with the quantity QU (V ). We may
n
divide by the constant RV as defined in Eqs. (3. 4) and (3. 5) and take the
n
logarithm. We call this quantity dn(X ). Substituting in Eq. (3. 1), (3. 4),
(30 5), (3. 6), and (3. 7) we obtain
n
d (X ) = z Ik (3. 8)
n k=l 1
* The choice of dn as defined rather than some other monotonic function of
QU (Vn) is motivated by the tractibility it offers in the bounding of the number of
decoding computations and the probability of error. See Appendix B.
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At this point it is conveneient to define the partial sums, dw(Xw)
w
dw(X w) Ik (3. 9)
k=l
For the properly chosen elements of {Xw} and { Xw -1)
d = d + I (3. 10)w w-l w
Our test will be that we will search for an X for which d ' D , where
n n n
Dn is some preassigned value. Our decision will be the first element of the
first encountered sequence X that meets the criterion d n(Xn) D .
n n n - n
In computing dn for a particular X we will successively form the
n nn
truncated sums d for 1 <w n. To reduce the number of X sequences
that must be considered, we have a set of preassigned values Dw, and we
eliminate from further consideration any Xn which has a prefix in { Xw} for
which d w(X w) D . We expect the incorrect sequences to be eliminated at
w w w
lengths w much less than n; thus we expect to be able to make a decision on
x1 without having to search through a number of sequences which grows ex-
ponentially with n.
There exists the possibility that no sequence Xn meets criterion D .
n n
In this case no decision on x 1 is possible by the procedure as stated so far.
However, instead of a single D , we will have a set of criteria D ( j )
n n
j 1, 2, ... , where D(j+l) < D (j ) . We first try to find a sequence X which
n n n
satisfies D ( 1 ) If all of the set { X } fail to meet D ( ) we try D ( 2 )
n n n
Similarly if all of { X } fail to meet D ( j ) we try D (j + ) until some X
n w n n
satisfies some criterion D j )
n
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Associated with each D( j ) is a set of values D ( ) for 1 w _ n which
n w
are compared against the truncated sums d . When testing against criterion
DOj ) we do not consider sequences X which have prefixes X for which
n n w
d (X) D ( )
w w w
The choice of the magnitudes of D ( j ) and the average amount of computa-
w
tion required to make a decision on x l are discussed in Chapter IV.
This decoding scheme is conceptually identical to that described by
Wozencraft ( 4 ) with the random variable d replacing Wozencraft's "number
w
of places in which a potential transmitted sequence and the received sequence,
both of length w, differ".
D. Sequential Decoding (After Gallager)
We have not been able to meaningfully bound the average number of
decoding computations for the decoding procedure described in section C.
However, a modification of the decoding procedure adapted from one sug-
gested by Gallager for the BSC permits such bounding.
Suppose that for each set { D (j) D) } and X being tested,1 Y ... Y n w
besides comparing d (X ) to D ( j ) we compare each of the quantities d -dl,bsw w w w 1'
d - d d -d to D ( j ) D ( j ) .. , D(j)respectively. We eliminate
w 2''''' w w-l w-l w-2' 1
from consideration with respect to index j the sequence X and all sequences
branching from it, unless all the comparisons satisfy their respective
criteria.
If no sequence X is found which satisfies this modified test, we re-
peat the process for the set {D (j + ... , D(j ) n
1 n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
* Gallager, R. G., Unpublished work.
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CHAPTER IV
NUMBER OF DECODING COMPUTATIONS
AND THE COMPUTATION CUTOFF RATE
A. Introduction
We shall use the encoding and decoding procedure described in Chapters
II and III respectively. We assume a criterion K, i. e., the correct sequence
of length w will be rejected if the probability that it caused the received sequence
-K*
of length w is less than or equal to e when averaged over the ensemble im-
plied by the equally likely use of the elements of { F) and { G) . We desire
to find conditions under which the average number of computations required to
make a decision does not increase exponentially with n.
B. Definition of D w
Over the ensemble as defined, conditions 1-3 hold. Thus, when U is
transmitted and V is received, the probability measure on the pair (Uw, Vw)
is Pr 1 [Uw, Vw] = PU QUw (V). On the other hand, when a sequence Uw
generated by an S starting with the incorrect sl is paired with a received Vw,
the probability measure on the pair (Uw, V) is Pr [ Uw V ] = PU R
w w
* We will derive the cutoff values Dw ) described in Chapter III in terms of the
parameter K. introduced here. There will be a sequence of K values: K 1,
K 2, ... usedJin the analysis starting in section E of this chapter. To
simplify the notation we dispense with subscripts on K and the corresponding
superscripts on Dw until then.
w
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We want to select a value of D such that
w
Prl[dw Dw] e K (4. 1)
The maximum value of Dw which satisfies Eq. (4. 1), (Dw)max, can be found
if one wants to work hard enough with a known probability measure Prl. How-
ever, we week a general result for relating Dw to w and K, with Dw closely
approximating (D) max' To achieve this we make use of the Chernoff bound:
Pr 1 [dw <w< (Cw)] eW[)] (4. 2)
KWe set El(C) = f(C)0- jl(C) -equalKto , thereby determine a value of 1 () (i ) equal to w
which we call , and set
w
Dw = wp 1(0) (4. 3)
This may be interpreted graphically as in Figure 6 . From the figure
it is clear that K may be so large or w so small that the equation El(0 ) w
has no solution. Physically this means that no matter what sequence Uw is
transmitted over the channel, the corresponding received sequence Vw will
-Kbe such that Prl [Uw, Vw] > e . Clearly, there is in general some maximum
value of w which we call n 0 which does not permit solution of the equation
K w is an arbitraryE (t) For w n , we can set I - where is an arbitrary1 w o w min
positive number: 0 E 0o.
The various Chernoff bounds used in this research, together with notation,
are described in Appendix B.
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To recapitulate: we define n such that
K < -log Pr [ Imin < K
o o0 0
Then we define
w Imi n ] 1 n O
D = (4. 4)
w
wtL('w), n <w n
C. The Correct and Incorrect Subsets
Let X = (x 1, ... xw) and suppose x is the correct x1. Then we define
w {Xc} = { X x = x} and {Xw} = { Xwjx1 / xl} as the correct and incor-
rect subsets of length w. Note that for a fixed F and G, each element of
{ Xw} uniquely specifies an element of {Uw} . We call { Uc} and { U} the
maps of { Xc} and { X i } respectively. With the decoding scheme described
w w
in Chapter III, section C, we shall be able to meaningfully bound the average
number of computations required for processing { X } with' respect t .
w
criterion K. However, we shall not be able to similarly bound the average
number of computations required for processing { C } . This is so because
w
by condition 3, the elements of { U } are independent of V w , but clearly, thew
elements of { U } are statistically related to Vw.
With the decoding scheme as modified in Chapter III, section D, we
shall be able to meaningfully bound the average number of computations re-
quired for processing both { X } and {Xc } . This is so because of the fol-
lowing considerations. Suppose X = (x 1 ,. . x ) and X' = (x' . x')aren n n n
th
elements of { X} . Suppose the first place in which they differ is the rth,
e., x= for 1 w < r, xr X. If X maps into U = (u, ... u ) andw w r r n n n
* We use the' following notation here and 'elsewhere in this research: If { A)
is a set of elements, { AIB) is the subset of {A} the elements of which satisfy
condition B.
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and X' maps into (ul, . n), then by condition 3, over the ensemble of { F}
! !
and { G} , the sequence (ur, . . . u) is independent of the sequence (, . .. u).
This characteristic is used in section F of this chapter to bound the average
number of decoding computations for channels symmetric at their output.
D. Number of Computations to Process {Xn}for Fixed K - Decoding Procedure
of Chapter III, Section C.
With Dw defined as in section B of this chapter, we proceed to bound
the average number of computations required to process { Xn} . We define
"a computation" as the generation of the wth symbol of an X sequence being
tested, formation of d from dw1 and Iw, comparison of d against D- and
w W-1 w W
deciding whether to continue the test. This definition is applicable for
1 w n.
Suppose there are MK(w) sequences of length w in the incorrect sub-
set that are probable according to criterion K. If NK (w + 1) is the number
of computations necessary to check all previously admissible sequences at
the (w + 1)-st level.
NK(w + 1) A(w) MK(W) , w _ 1
NK(1) = m - 1
where A(w) = 1 or m depending on whether { X } generates 1 or m elements
of { Xw+ 1} respectively. (See Figure 5 .)
The inequality holds rather than equality since some of the MK(w)
admissible sequences may have been previously rejected at shorter lengths.
The number of computations required to search the entire incorrect
subset is N K .K'
_IL__ll__s _1_II______*_ __
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n-l n
N K = NK (w+) A (W)MK(W)
w= O w= 1
We now desire to average N K over the ensemble implied by the equally likely
use of the elements of { F} and {G} . Let this average be NK. Then,
n
NK A(w) MK (w (4. 5)
w=l 
where M K (w) is the mean of MK(w) averaged over the ensemble. We obtain
M K (w) by the following argument: Suppose the elements of { (U) are indexed,K w
by their position in the tree of Figure 5. Consider a fixed position, the k t h
From condition 2 we know that over the ensemble of encoding schemes
(equally likely use of the elements of { F} and { G} ) the probability that the
thk- h position becomes Uw is PU Further, from condition 3 we know that
W th
over the ensemble, the element of { Ui} in the k th position is independent
w
of the actual Uw sequence transmitted. Since the Vw sequence is statistically
related only to the transmitted Uw sequence, the element of { U1 } under con-
sideration is independent of the Vw received. Condition 2 implies that over
the ensemble, the probability of receiving a particular V sequence is RVw
Thus the probability of the pair (Uw, Vw), where Uw is in the k t h position
of the set { U1 i , is Pr2 [dw Dw]. The same argument applies to all
portions of { U}i of which there are X . Thus
W W
MK(w) X= I  Pr 2 [d > Dw] (4.6)
w m 
have described in Chapter II how the encoding is to proceed. We set
___ ^^ _ I_ 
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R a
log m = .-- a rational fraction less than one, where divides n. Since we
are in the incorrect subset, the first node is a branch point. Thus if 1
divides w, IX i I m- e WR If does not divide w, let the remainder be
w m
p, p Then i< m - 1 eaR e(w - p w)R m - 1 (a- pw)ReW R
w w m m
We have already reduced all situations of R log m to the case
R < log m. Thus we have succeeded in evaluating IXwl:
Rw
Xi = 6()eR (4. 7)
where
m- 1 if p divides w
6(w) i
m- 1 e(a - p w)R if p does not divide w.
m
We will use the Chernoff bound' to overestimate Pr 2 [d - D ]
w (4.8)for > 0.
However, ~2(( + 1) = 1 ()' Since Dw = wl (-w) for (w > 0, over the
range - 1 < < 0, we may set 2 (w) = 1 (-w) by setting W +1.
Over this range we obtain from Equation (4. 8):
Pr 2 [ d D ] ew (w) (w 1 )
(4. 8a)
-K -wi ()
=e el1w)
* See Appendix B.
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If the channel is not degenerate , a sufficiently accurate bound to
Pr 2 [dw
I
Dw], for D < w 1 (-1} is unity.
For degenerate channels
Pr 2 [dw > -] =
U,
Pir 
VIqu(V)
w
.= exp[wlog2Purv]
But, we have shown in Appendix B that
log pU rv
{ u, vlqu(v) 0)
= l (-1.)
Thus we have the general result that for D wl (-1)
Pr 2 [dw Dw]- exp [wLl(-l)]
From Figure 6 it is clear that we are never concerned with values of
greater than or equal to zero. Thus we may write
Pr 2 [d > Dw] 
e -Ke - w6J 1 ( O-W )
e W I(-1) if
W
-1 < <0
w
- 1
Substituting Eqs. (4. 6), (4. 7), (4. 8), (4. 9) into Eq. (4. 5) we obtain
A (w) 6 (w) e [ R+¢1 (- 1
w
)+e -K E (w)6 (weWRe ( w)
{ wl (T >-l}
cri
(4. 9)
N K <Z{ WI
---A4. 10)
* A degenerate channel is defined by the condition q.(j) = 0 for at least one
pair (i, j). A non-degenerate channel has qi(j) / O f6r all (i, j).
- -'-1 I--~- ^ -------'-- _IIII·II ·--- ·-L1---- __ ___ I .. ~ C--- __~*IT-Y-· L11-4
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We can overbound the second summation by underbounding I(w).
We note that the plot of E 1 ((-) vs. L(O) is convex; its slope is and its
second derivative is ---- which is non-negative since .l(C.() is a variance.*
Thus the plot of E 1 (C) vs. 1 (0) may be underestimated in a piece-wise linear
manner by a set of tangents. We call this approximation E. (See Figure 7 ).
We construct tangents at the points corresponding to = -1 and = 1 with
-1 < 0' < 0. The value of 1I remains to be specified. In general the straight
line tangent to the E vs. id curve at the point = O0 has the equation
E - E(cT) 
A. >,( ) (=0 , or E = (rO _= (0)
The tangents of slope 0 and 1 intersect when O.' - (T 0 ) = l ' - ((1 )
,, (OO) - (O.1 0 1
or = -
C 0 1
The corresponding ordinate is
0-1 (0) - TO J (l)
E = 
0 1
Letting 0 = -1, we have the intersection of the two tangents at the point:
i 1 (O1 ) - L1 (-l)
(4. 11)
A i O1 ) + O.1I.(1)
El= 1 1
1+ 1
* See Appendix B.
__1 1·_- 1 Il·_ I _
~~_II_ 1_1_ ~~~ q_ · ·-·-·· l~~~~··LI~~P-·~~~.-----------III-.CIIUI -·X--^·--··lll---L^·-----------
A
E
Ft
1 + 
F (F _F
+-
E
)
FIG. 7 PIECEWISE LINEAR APPROXIMATION
TO E(o) vs. (o) CHARACTERISTIC
I
------ _ I-" ___II1_LP__· ·_ _1_1 IY-ly--_l· --LI··-·IIII1-YI···L--C-I ---- I
/I (0,i) + O', ;k (- i)
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Note in the special case of a non-degenerate channel, Iz2() = Ll (- 1) = 0,
in which case we have the intersection of the tangents at the point
~1 (~l) ^ ~1 (l)
=':i E:- 1 (4. 1 la)
+ 1 ++ ¢1 1
^ K
If we let E 1 - , it is clear that the corresponding abscissa is less
than the true value of ~ (¢w) defined by E 1 = K. Define n such that
3..
K _
nl+l 
1 (1) + 0191(- 1)
1 + 1
K
n1
Thus
[ K +Fi(-)], no < w < n
1 [ K -(1 )] n < w n
Substituting these results in Eq. (4. 10) we obtain:
n '1
N K <_ A(w) 6(w)e[R+l1 (-1)]
w= 1
+e-K(+- 1 ) n
w=nl+l
61('1)
A(w) 6 (w) e w [ R ]1
In a particular situation, we may be able to obtain a tight bound to A(w)6 (w)
rm-l1 (a-1)R
applicable for all w. However, A(w) < rn; 6 (w) < e(a . Thus we
may write:
(4. 12)
(4. 13)
(4. 14)
.___ _·11_ I__ __
--Y- 1·1II---I--
_I--·-·llr- I- --·II-CIIIII--L--·IL--·611---- ·----
nI
w=l
NK (m-l) e (a - l )R
n1
-K(+ 1 ) Z 4
1 w=nl+l
eW[R- r 1 (4 ' 15)
We proceed to upper bound the summations in the brackets:
For
R + L1(-l) < 0
nl
Z ew[
w= 1
R+P 1 (-l)]
w=0
1 - e R + ( I )
For
R + 1(-l)>
1
R + (4. 16a)
(4. 16a)
0
en1 [R + 1(- )]
eni [R + ll(-1)]
1 -e-[LR+~l ( - 1 ) j1 - e
But, from Eq. (4.12)
.n <1
Thus
eW[R + 1( 1) <
nl
w=l 1
00 -W[R + 1(-)]
w= 0
K(1 + 0 1 )
iL1(1) + (T11(- 1)
-~ ~ 11 ----- I
1 - 1---
-- --- 
` -------
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ew[ R f I (- 
ew[R+~j(-1)]
-42-
K (1 + 1) [R+iL(-I
exp -
1 - exp (-[R+iL,(-l)J )
For
R < (-1 )R<1 01,
] <e(nl+ l)[R (1)
_- 
XI ew[ - J.1 (o)
.w=O
w=n l+l1
nl(O1 )
(ni+ 1)[R - 1 ] 1
P 1((T1 )[R- 1 0"1
But, from Eq.
nl l + -
K (1 + (c 1 )
p.1 (C1) + (l , 1( - 1 )
exJd~ K(1+- 1 )[R -
<1 L 1 (' 1 )+n ~i((Y1)
Z eW[ R ( 
w=ni+.l 1 - exp[ R -
' -1 ] I
0-1 1j (- 1) J
. 1 (- Y
0-1
]
nl
w= 1 (4. 16b)
(4. 12)
Thus
Further,
(4. 17a)
x'
_ 11_11 ----1·1111-1·1----tl·^·-··LILII·L-L- -1
w[~R+~L(-l).,
n w[R lL1 (T )
Y, e CTT1
Ir
exp ['-K(1 + l )] exp
0-1 [ .K(1 + 1 ) [R - ]I41(-1) + 0-1 iil(-1)
K(1 + 1) [R + 11(-1)]
= exp - 1I
It is to be observed that the expression
1 ( - 1 )
-1 ] > '
.Th is This is so because the function i
increasing with 0f for -1 
non-negative and monotonically
0-< 0o.
Substituting Eqs. (4. 16) and (4. 17) into Eq. (4. 15) we obtain:
C 3 , R < 1(
C3 exp I-
(4. 18)
R< l
1
K (1 + il) [R+L1 (-1)]
1 (-1) + 1'i('_ 1
1
1- exp [R
-43-
]
(4. 17b.)
1 1 (O-1)
where
C3 = (m-l) e( -i9[
(4. 19)
.. 
--
,
- II III - I- I
I
-11 I ((TI) - (Ti =
-1Rr-exp-JR+~Ll
_ _
..
-44-
In the special case of the non-degenerate channel we have
(I____ C 3 exp 0 > 1 (51(4. 18a)
N K < C3 exp (XT
for R < - , where
0~1
(4. 19a)
E. The Computation Cutoff Rate for Symmetric Channels
In section C, we bounded NKj. the average number of computations
necessary to process the incorrect subset with respect to a fixed criterion
Kj. It is important to note that this bound is not conditioned on whether or
not any element of the correct subset satisfies criterion K..
We now approach the problem of bounding N, the average number of
computations that must be made on the incorrect subset before the decoding
scheme as described in Chapter III, section C makes a decision on xl. We
have pointed out that there exists a sequence of criteria: K 1, K 2 , . . . It
will be convenient to let
Kjl =K.j + K (4.20)
There are two cases to consider. We shall dispose of the less interesting
one first.
-. UU*IIII---11L
_---1114 -·..-·-^lllllll·IL· .-I-- --I·Y--^ILI-·-----
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1. ''
In this case we modify the decoding procedure as stated by agreeing
to terminate and accept an error if no sequence is found which satisfies some
maximum criterion Kjmax. In this case the average number of computations
can never exceed
N jmax C (4. 21)
The selection of j ax and its relationship to the probability of error is
discussed in Chapter V, section B. For the choice described there, Eq. (4. 21)
becomes
N < [2 + AK ] C 3 , R = 1 (i); 0f < O (4. 21a)
2. - <1(-)  R< -2i(- ] )
We need never eliminate { X1 } with respect to K. unless the correct
n J
sequence fails to meet Kj Let A. be the event that the correct sequence
fails to meet K.j Over the ensemble, event Aj has probability Pr [Aj]
where
1, j=
Pr [AJ] _5 (4. 22)
-neK j-1 = ne e Kj, >
We have made use of Eq. (4. 20) in writing Eq. (4. 22) for j > 1.
We note that the decoding of x will terminate no later than after
{ X } is eliminated with respect to K. if any element of the correct subset
satisfies K.. Thus
00
N - Pr [A.] NK Ai (4. 23)j= 1 j
_I_·_I 1_1_ I __
______ _ I -i-·C·----·-r- ---^-r_----· ------
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where NK A j is the average number of computations required to eliminatej 
{ Xi } with respect to Kj conditional on the event A..
We have not been able to find a useful upper bound to NKj A. for
3
the general channel. However, we will be able to bound N if NK is inde-
pendent of the event A.. This will be the case in channels which are sym-
metric at their output* if their input probabilities are equally likely. This
may be appreciated from the following considerations. We have been able
to bound NK because we know the probability measure Pr [Uw Vw IU w E U)}]
= PURV. This measure has the properties that U and V are independent
and appear with their ensemble probabilities. However, if we impose a
condition A. on dn, i. e., on the transmitted U and received V , then V
n n n n
will no longer in general appear with the ensemble probability RVn Thus,
Pr[Uw, Vw U w E {Ui , Aj]= PuPr [V w l A.j
We have a tractible solution whenever Pr [VwiAj] = RVw.
n
The event A. is a condition on d =k I This is certaintly weakerj n k=1 k
than a condition on the individual I k log k (vk). It is clear that with
rvk
a channel symmetric at the output, the output symbols will be equally likely
if the input symbols are equally likely, i. e., rvk is a constant. Further,
with such a channel, the specification of I k (i. e., qu(vk)) gives no informa-
tion as to which vk was received, i.e., Pr [vk I k] = r . Thus for a
channel symmetric at the output with equally likely inputs, Pr [ Vw Aj] = RVw
and NK Aj = NK.. Thus, for these channels,
3 J
00
N <- ~ Pr [Aj] NK
j=l J K
-_ NK1 + C 3 neAK o Kj _ K (l+)[R+Iil(-l) ]K1 + C 3 ne A e I(- -j=2
* A channel with transition probability matrix q1 (j) is symmetric at its output if the
setofprobabilities { ql(j), q 2 (j), . .. qa(j)) is the same for all output symbols j.
_III1IYII_^^_I____UI_--·LII·L-LI- - _.·11.1-1)1111. 1.-
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The exponent in the summation is
-K{ 1 + (1+ (l)[R+pl(-1)]
j e1(0-1)+ c0-1 c(-1 ) 
The summation clearly converges for
R + . 1(-l) < -
or
R -L 1 (-1) -
+-
1+ 1
(1 + 2 -1) tlj(-l)+ L(F1)
1 + 1
t 1(1)We have the further condition R <
1
The two conditions are clearly identical for 01 = -
1 (C1 )
1
Rcutoff
1
i- = -i7
1
l
(4. 25)
Substituting 0-1 2 , the exponent reduces to
r Rcutoff - R
jL Rcutoff + 1
1
1(- 1) j
Substituting Eq. (4. 18) into Eq. (4. 24) we obtain
exp (BK1) + n exp (AK)
3
00
j=2
exp [ (B-l) Kj]
where
R + (-1)27)
,. , ,, (4. 27)
Define
(4. 26)
T)
_  - ..... --...111--)- ---
........ .. 
1
.IIII··--·lsYIILI---
I',cutoff , ~JY-"l
I
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Since Kj = K 1 + (j-l) K,
00
N <exp (BK 1 ) +n exp (AK) Z exp { (B-1) [K 1 +
C3
= exp (BK 1) + n exp [(B-1) K 1] exp (K)
= exp (BK1 ) + n exp [(B-1) K 1]
00
j=l
(j- 1) K] })
exp [j(B-1)AK]
exp [BAK]
1 - exp L (B-1) AKj
We desire to select K1 and AK to minimize N. Differentiating with respect to
these variables and setting the resulting equations equal to zero we obtain:
B - 1 (4. 28a)
K 1 = AK + logn (4. Z28b)
Substituting Eq. (4. 28) into Eq. (4. 2
B
B-C
N < C 3 B
1-B
26 a) we obtain
B
n
Since B < 1 for R < RcutoffI N increases with n less quickly than linearly.
The result R
cutoff
A1((T1 )
T1 '
of view. From Eq; (4. 10) we-
may be obtained from another point
1 2
see that N. contains a term of the formK.j
(4. 26a)
(4. 2 9)
-.111·-111·^-111--·.-L· ..._ 1 1·111 -·----1 1^11--
I__·- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ··------lrrTi
)
)
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-Kj [R-p1() )]e K e w
w
However, we weight NK with the exponential e-Kand sum onj
~~2K.3
2 ew[ R-4 (w( J)) 2K1 w w
j w
K.
However, - = E1 ( j ). Thus at least one term can be found in the doublew 1 w
summation corresponding to the minimum value of E 1 + .1 This expression
has a minimum value at 0( 
But
Z E 1 (- 2/) + (- 2) = -z24 ( 2) =-
1
Rcutoff
This shows that the piecewise linear approximation to the E 1((0) vs.
p1 (0C) curve made in bounding N K did not deteriorate the determination of
the cutoff rate. This cutoff rate is inherent in the bounding of NK by Eq.
(4. 10) which precedes any approximation to the E vs. tl' curve.
F. Number of Decoding Computations - Procedure of ChapterIIJ, Section D
For the modified decoding procedure of ChapterIII, section D, we will
count the comparison of d - d with D as one "computation". Thus for
w r w-r
each of the computations for the procedure of Chapter IIL section C, there
will be no more than n computations for the procedure of Chapter III section D.
Referring to Figure 5, we may define the level of a node as the length
of the sequence that terminates on it, i.e., X terminates on a node of level
w. Consider the correct X sequence and the set of nodes it impinges on.
n
·1-·--11-.-1-
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Defining a branching node as one from which m > 1 branches emerge, we
observe that there are obranching nodes in this set. For that branching
node of level w in this set there diverges m-l branches other than the correct
branch. Each of these other branches induces U sequences which, over the
ensemble of { F} and { G), are independent of the transmitted U sequence.
Thus, the processing of incorrect branches out of each of these branching
nodes can require no more average computations than nN K. Thus the
number of computations required for processing all of { Xn) with respect
to criterion K, which we call N K is bounded by
2 R (4.30)
K - log.m NK
For symmetric channels, we may proceed to bound the average number of
decoding computations. We do this only for the interesting case of
R > - 1(- 1).
Before the transmitted sequence of length n is accepted with respect
to criterion K, it is subjected to n (n comparisons The probability
that it fails one or more of these comparisons is less than or equal to
n (n+ 1) -Knit ( e K We conservatively assume that processing of { Xn} with
respect to K. is required whenever the correct sequence fails to satisfy
criterion Kj. we have, by analogy with Eq. (4. 25):
I~~~~~ oo~~~~~00
NC3. < n exp (BK1 ) + n exp (AK) Z exp [(B-1)Kj]
3C~~~~ ~j=zlog m
(4.31)
- I -_L-.I 
--
.._..-·1IILC---LI^^-.·--LIIII-UI*II.
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In Eq. (4.31) we have upper bounded n (2n+) 2
Since K. = K1 + (j-l) K, Eq. (4.31 ) may be rewritten as:3 K 1 +( )K
N' 2N < n exp
C R
3 lg m
We desire to select K1 and AK to
to these variables and setting the
AK -log B
B-l 1
K =AK+ 2 loc1
(BK) + n 4 exp [(B-1)K1 ] 1 exp [B-)AK]
(4.31 a)
minimize N'. Differentiating with respect
resulting equations equal to zero, we obtain:
(4. 28a)
)g n (4. 32)
Substitution of Eq. (4. 28a) and (4. 32) into Eq. (4.31 a) yields
B
N<C R B (1 + B) 
3 log 1 - B 33
To recapitulate, the bound of Eq. (4. 33) refers to the average number
of decoding computation for the procedure of Chapter IIL section D. This
contrasts with the bound of Eq. (4. 29) which refers to the average number of
computations required to process {Xi } before a decision is made, for the
procedure of Chapter 3, section C. For the latter procedure, a meaningful
bound to the number of computations required to process {Xc } is not known.
C_ C1_1 I lyl  __ ·LII·3-·I-a^ll-L-I .I .-_IY-·-III^IILII - --- UIIX---L-LII- 1-----I -I I_--- I1 ·---·111-----·---·--·I
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CHAPTER V
PROBABILITY OF ERROR
A. General Bound - Decoding Procedure of Chapter III, Section C
Suppose we conservatively count as a decoding error the occurrence of
either or both of the following events:
1. The transmitted sequence U and the received sequence V are such
that they fail to meet some fixed criterion, say K.. The probability of this
event, over the ensemble, is less than n e j.
2. Any element of { U } together with the received V satisfies K..
n n 3
An element of { U } picked at random, together with the received V has a
n n
probability of satisfying Kj equal to Pr 2 [dn DWj ) ]. However, there aren -n
m-1 nR
e elements of { U } . Since the probability of the union of events is
m n
upper bounded by the sum of the probabilities of the individual events, the
probability that any element of {U } together with the received V satisfies
n n
K. is less than m-1 enR Pr [d D(j)].
J m n n
The two events alluded to above are not in general independent. How-
ever, the probability of their union is upper bounded by the sum of their
probabilities. Thus the probability of error, Pe, may be bounded:
-K m- nR
ne j + en Pr 2 [d > D] (5.1)
In Chapter IV we defined D j ) by setting it equal to nl(j (J) ),where
K.n n
E 1 ((j) J , (J) < 00 The bound will take different forms depending onE 1()n n n
whether R > L1 (-1) or R < ' (-1). * Thus we select j conveniently for these
two cases. Let
* In Appendix B it is shown that 1 (-1) < 0 for non-degenerate channels. Thus
R > (-1) is the case of most practical interest.
_11_1 1 _-X ___X I1-·II----1
_ _._I·I·^-_..11111_III --IP-IIYLI- I_.Illl---·_C- -·--IIIII1I---. 
' (ff(J+l)) < R < K ((j) ), R > '(-1)
'1 ((T ) R< L' (-
n 1 n =
From the fact that 1j is monotomic with T,
(j) _< -1 for R 1 (-1).
D = n(k nXj) ). In fact 
C(j) > -1 for R > 1 (-1) and
n 1
For (J) > -1, there exists a k( j ) > 0 such that
n n
(ij) =- (Ji) + 1. In this case
n n
Pr 2 [d > D (i) ]2 w n
-nE ( )
=e 2 n
where Ez(X) = kI(X) - 2(X)- Since E( (J ) = E (() + ) for2 2Zn 1 n in
( j)
= () + 1, we may rewrite Eq. (5. 1) for R > li(- 1) as:n n
[ -i en [R-KL(0-(J))]+ e nm 1 (5. la)
Since R - L(l(T j) ) < 0, exp n
n
< 1 and Eq. (5. la) further
simplifies to
(5. b)
On the other hand, for R _ i(-1),
in Chapter IV that if D ( j ) n' (-),
n = 1
(j) ,D _ nL(- 1).n We have observed
Pr 2 [d D ( j)]n - n
* We have observed that the E ()
Thus, since E (n ) > E ( n )
vs. i(0-)
it follows
curve has negative slope for 0- < 0.
that (ff(n)) < Wi(C j - ) .
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(5. 2a)*
(5. 2b)*
__1I1_ ·IC--·lll-·-l ------
. - -F_-- I~lllll~~ l
-nE (G-W)
e
[ R-4((T (j) ) 
n (0)
P <- (n+ ) en1 n 
e
< nnLl(-U
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In this case Eq. (5. 1) becomes
P - ne-nE ( ) +
e
m-1
m
Since the E 1() vs. L'(0) is convex,
which has the equation -'((Y) -. 1(-1).
en [R+± 1l(-1)] (5. c)
it is above the tangent at = -1
Thus
E 1 (j)) ' ( O(j )) - (-1)
Further we have selected j such that R = 41 (0-T)).
n
(5. 3)
Substituting this inequality
in Eq. (5. 2) we obtain
Ei(0-J ) - [R + ( )]
Equation (5.4) shows that the second exponential in Equation (5. c) will
dominate the first. Thus we may write for R B[(-):
P - (n+l) en [R+4l(-1)]
e
Recapitulating, with j related to R as given in Equation (5. 2),
(n+1) e-nE1 ( )
eP  
R > (-l)
)], R < ' (-1)
=1
(5.4)
(5. d)
(5. lb)
_____-LIIIIIII·illI- -.· Il Is I
__ IXI- -^I.-_.- · Slli--_-----l-.-.
III II .I 'IIH. rl -- · llplft ' ............... __ 
(n+ ) e R+ yI(- ) (5. ld)
We have observed that the E(
Then for any j,
,I E ( ( j + 1)
jEl(n
i ( j + l)
I nce (~n 1 n( )Sinc e E 1 n )- E 1 n
- E 1(f(j)
- n
Kj+i
n
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0-) vs. i' () curve is convex with slope C.I 
K
n
AK
n
we have
(j+l)) , ((j)) I AK 1n - 1n _-U(j) n
n
Equation (5. 5) shows that the upper
approach each other for large n. Thus for
in the approximate form:
and lower bounds to R in Eq. (5. 2)
large n we can write Eq. (5. lb)
P <(n-l) e-nE((T) (-1)<(n+) e 1 R = (() > (1)e 
It is to be noted that the above discussion is applicable to all R < C. In pa:
lar it applies to Rcutoff '- R < C.
The exponents in Equations (5. Id) and (5. le) are identical to the
exponents derived by Shannon ( ) for block coding. Shannon's results are:
I ? -E(C ) - I . . , 
r, -= IjU ) 1 t I)
(5. le)
rticu-
(5. 6a)
P <I
e l
2 en [R+'1( 1 R (-1) (5. 6b)
Equations (5. 6a) and (5. 6b) differ from Equations (5. le) and (5. Id) respectively
only insofar as the coefficient (n+l) in the latter pair of equations is replaced
by 2 in the former pair.
(5. 5)
_II
. ~ ~ ~ -.- -
(Y~ ·~--·I -1-CI. ~Y-IIIIIIIIIIICIQLIII~-·YIII--.
t
n
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B. Bound for R<-4l(-1)
Since 0 < El(-l) = -i(-l)-pi 1(-l) we may conclude that Li(-1)<-1(- ) .
For the general case of R<-41 -Il), we have been able to bound the number of
decoding computations by slightly modifying the decoding procedure: we accept
an error whenever no sequence satisfies some maximum criterion Kjmax. It
max
is clear that if we select max to satisfy Equation (5. 2), the probability of
error results of Equations (5. lb) and (5. Id) follow.
Define < 0 such that R = l (C). From Equation (5. 2) and our method
of selecting jmax' we may write
K.Kj 1 K +(j - 2) K
max - 1 (Jmax -
max max < E 1 (0) (5. 7)n n 1
Solving Equation (5. 7) for jmax we obtain
E 1 (AT)jm < 2 + -K n (5. 8)
max < K n
In Equation (4. 21) we have bounded N as a function of jmax. Substituting
Equation (5. 8) into the expression for N we have
E 1(cT)
N< [2 + AK n] C 3 for R = i( 0 ) < - [ 1 ( ) (4. 21a)
- ~ ~ _ _ IX - .l··-~l···~
-----·II-I- -·--·lll-XII I-··9·l_··li·LI1II* -11-··--*·11111·-·li----L-·ll^·l . ^I_
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C. Bound for Channels Symmetric At Their Output -Decoding Procedure of
Chapter III, Section C
We have observed in Chapter IV that for a channel symmetric at the
output with inputs that are equally likely, the outputs will- be equally likely.
Further, with sucha channel the specification of Ik (i.e., quk(vk)) gives no
information as to which vk was received, i.e., Pr [vkIk] = rvk. Thus over
the ensemble of encoding schemes for such a channel, the specification that
.th
the smallest criterion satisfied by the correct sequence is the j-h does not
bias the probability measure on the pair (U, V ) for U an element of { Un)
n n n
and V received.
n
.thLet B. be the event that the j is the smallest criterion satisfied by3
the transmitted sequence. For j > 1, B implies that the correct sequence fails
St -Kj-1
to meet the (j-l) criterion. This has probability upper bounded by ne
Thus
ne e J(5.9)Pr [Bj] (5 9e-Kj-1 j 
Conditional on the event Bj., we will always accomplish a correct decod-
ing if no element of { U } satisfies K.. Due to the symmetry of the channel,
~n i~J
the probability measure on the pair (Un Vn) for Un an element of { Ui} and
Vn received is Pr 2 [Un, Vn] and the probability that this (Un, Vn ) pair
satisfies the jth criterion is Pr 2 [d D ) ] . Let C. be the event that any2 n n j
elements of { U } together with the received V satisfies K.. C. is the unionn n 3 3
of e events: the satisfying of K. by the individual elements of { Ui }
m n
m-1 nR
of which there are m e in number. Since the probability of a union of
m
events is upper bounded by the sum of the probabilities of the individual events,
we may write
_- ~ P _I __ -~ I._ I__*ILLIIIUU---C1--1IY·---·IYI-LI -
Pr [Cj] r- mn enRP [ d D
( j ) ]2 n n
We will use the bound of Equation (5. 10) for 1 j j, where remains
to be defined. If we select such that D (J )n
n
shown that (X j )) = L(0-( j ) ) for X(j ) - O) +
for all j j. In this range,
nPl ( ( J ) ) > n~L (-1), then we have
n
1 and -1< 0'( j ) < 0.
n
This holds
j) - nE (j 
Pr 2 [dn Dn '] <eE 2(Xn ) = e -n[ E 1 (0 ) + (-))]:~~~ I n
Thus the right hand side of Equation (5. 10) is less than unity for
R E 1 ( CI )) + L' ((J)) with the restriction that ((j) > - 1.n 1 n n
It will be convenient to define the quantity E 1 (- -I) + K (- -I-)
Rcrit = E1 (
1 , 1
2)+ 1 
We now select J such that
+ Ll(0 (+l) < R ' E
n
n
A
(0' )) (G7J)),fo r R>R
n )+ ( ),forR crit
(5. 13a)'
A
<R < E(G((J-11n
(5. 13b)
j = maximum value of j such that - 1 (-1) < E 1( 0() )+ ((T ))
-~l(')< ln n
for R -1L(-1) (5. 13c)
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(5. 10)
(5. 11)
(5. 12)
AE (Y(J)) +
I n
* The function E(C) + v'(0() s. 0- has the slope (1+ 0-) 1"(() which is always positive
for -1 < 0 0. Thus E(( 1)+ ' (-1) < E(0-2)+4'(0-2) if -1 < (2 0.
_ ·C--· 1IIII .*-.----- -· .-^li.· I_ ^ ------·IU----ll111111
E (- O 1)
1 nT, 
)) L ((i j 1 ), for - (- 1) R< Rci
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We have already defined the event Aj as being the failure of the correct
sequence to satisfy Kj 1. Let us count as an error whenever the event A+
occurs. From Equation (4. 22+
occurs. From Equation (4. 22),
Pr [AA+1 ] nej+l n (5. 14)
If A
summation
does not occur, we will bound the probability of error by the
P' < Pr
e j=l
Substituting Equations (5.9),
< m-1
=e i
e m
[Bj]Pr [Cj] (
(5. 10) and (5. 11) in Equation (5. 15), we obtain
n El(0 )) + ( l)) - R]
+n (m-1) e
m
J
AK+nR 
j-2 e n[El(- ( )) + [L(j))] -Ke 1 n n j
For each of the elements in the summation of Equation (5. 16), j -< 
n() > -1n and K = n E(( (j)) and we may rewrite Equation (5. 16) as:3 n
-n [El((())
n
+ L (OTn) -R]1 n(C
A _n,[ZEl(((j ) + (J))]
AKn R e 1 n 1 n
+ ne in
5. 15)
Thus -(j ) 
n
(5. 16)
P
e
(5. 16a)
__I_ IllillX--_-----·--I-L-Y -·--·IIIII1III.-_-I--LIII-_-
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The function 2E 1 (0) + iL'(-) has a minimum at = - at which point
the function equals -21(- = Rcutoff. For - the maximum
A A
term in the summation of Equation (5. 15a) is exp (-n[ 2E1 ()) + i (j).))
A
For -(j) < 1n 2 , the maximum term in the summation is less than or equal
to e Rcutoff. From Equation (5. 13a) we see that for R > Ri
1
~~~~~crit' n 22'and the maximum term in the summation is exp (-n[ 2E1((?)) + ' (-n~))] ).Fr rit (J') < 1 and the maximum term is less than or equal to
e Rcutoff.
In Equation (5. 13) we defined (() > 1. Thus
n
E > E ) = [K 1 + (3-i)AK]Ei(i)>i(0 )) n (5. 17)
Solving Equation (5. 17) for j in terms of known constants, we have:
nE 1 (-1)
jx< AK + 1 (5. 18)
The summation of Equation (5. 15b) is upper bounded by the maximum
term multiplied by the number of terms. Thus for R > R
crit'
n2e n3
-n[ E (01)) + (1)) R] + 1(- ) _nE (O, )
P < e 1 n)+ I¾ ( - R+ AK
e
(5. 19)
In Equation (5. 19) we have made use of Equation (5. 13a) in upper bound-
ing exp (-n[E 1(-n )) + (-nY(1 )) - R]) by unity. For R < Rcrit
2 AK
P' < en[E l (-))+ (0-g(1 )) R] e E(-l)Pe AK n)+ Le AK e- n[ Rcutoff-R]
(5. 20)
_- .~-_ ~ 1~·-~l 1 
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We have bounded the probability of error conditional on the occurrence of event
Aj+l (Equation (5. 14)) and conditional on the non-occurrence of event Aj+l
(Equations (5. 19) and (5. 20)). The over-all probability of error, P is upper
bounded by the sum of these conditional probabilities. In Equation (5. 14) we
may set Kp = nE(0) since -1 < < 0j 1 n n
Thus for R ' R
crit
<e-n[E1(C (1) (1)) -R],nE (-1) nE
< en[E1 ( ) + (c ) -R] neAK 1 + l]e-nE(T 
e AK
(5. 21a)
For R < R
crit
<en[E ( 1 )) + (() 1 ) -R] AK -nE (C())
1 1n + ne e n
e
2 nAK
n e En(l) -n[ R
+[ 1 ( 1 ) e cutoff R]
AK
(5. 2 lb)
The plot of E() vs. E(T) + (0) has slope -+ i and second
derivative which is positive for -1 < < 0. In this range, the
(1 +) T3( 0 ) 1
curve is above the tangent at - 2 which has the equation
Rcutoff - [E 1(T) + ()]-
·__I 1_____^__ 11_41 __ ___II.__..., -____r_..r.rP --·--- --·--·--·l···-rrrrr··-rrr·-
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From Equation (5. 13b), R E1((T)) + ((J)) for R < Ri. Thus,
n 1 Rncrit'
R -R R - [E ( (J ) ) + CJ(5. 2)
cutoff cutoff 1 n n
The right hand side of Equation (5. 22) is the expression for the tangent to the
1E 1 (0) vs. E 1(CT) + iI() curve at = - . From the fact that the curve is
above the tangent, we conclude Rcutoff - R < E 1 ( G-(J) for R < RitFurther-
more, Rutoff < El(O(1)) + 1 ((n )) for reasonable values of n. Thus the third
exponential dominates the first and second exponentials in Equation (5. 21b)
and the equation may be simplified to:
AK
P < [n K + ne K+ 1]e [ cutoff ] (5. 21c)
We are concerned with the asymptotic forms of Equations (5. 21a) and
(5. 21c) for large n. By an argument similar to the one in section A of this
chapter, it is easy to show that the upper and lower bounds to R in Equation
(5. 13a) approach each other. Thus for large n, we may define 0- by the
equation
R = E 1(() + WL(T)
Furthermore, for large n, (n -) O since E 1 (n) = and K variesn 1 n n 1
as log n. Thus for sufficiently large n, the first exponential of Equation (5. 21a)
will be dominated by the second. Dropping all coefficients but those of highest
degree in n, we have for large n:
I_.1-II·II·LIC-.l^ ....-L-. - I-- -·-------·-----_--·ICI
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AK
2 e -nE) R )+ () 
K e[Rcutof - R], R rit (5. 22b)
Channels which are symmetric at the output and with equally likely inputs have
been studied by Fano and Shannon. In unpublished work, Shannon has shown
that for block codes of length n on these channels, and R = E 1(T) + l (T)'Rcrit'
the exponent of Equation (5. 22a) is indeed optimum, i. e., the best block code
of length n will have a probability of error with an exponential term of the form
-nE (1T) -n[
e s1tu . Fano and Shannon in unpublished work have also shown that for
R < R cit' an upper bound to the probability of error has an exponential term
of the form e n[Rcutoff -R]
The error exponent E(R) vs. rate Rfor a typical symmetric channel is
shown in Figure 8.
D. Probability of Error-Decoding Procedure of Chapter III, Section D.
The analysis of sections A, B, and C of this chapter may be repeated
for the modified decoding procedure of Chapter III, section D. It is straight-
forward and will be omitted. It differs from the previous analyses only in that
the probability that the correct sequence of length n fails to satisfy K is upper
n (n+l) e-K -Kbounded by n(n+ 1) e -Kj- rather than ne j-l. We present here the limit-
ing forms for n very large.
General bound:
n2 -nE() , RI (()> (-1) (5.23a)
e v 2
n en[ R+L(- ] R (-1) (5.23b)
2
I· _IIY1L*_Y·II___)_____1_1_11 II- _I -_ 
Ac i
if -
II 
Rcutoff Rcrit
E(R)
_T = -2
o0=0
Rcrit Rcutoff R
FIG.8 ERROR EXPONENT vs. RATE FOR
A CHANNEL SYMMETRIC AT OUTPUT WITH
EQUALLY LIKELY INPUTS .
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Bound for channel symmetric at output with equally likely inputs:
3
AK
e E 1 (-l)
2 AK
AK3 e E 1 (-1)
n -2 AK
e nE 1 () , R = E 1 (T)+ (I)" Rcrit
(5. 24a)
e-n[R cutoff-R], R <R 
crit (5. 24b)
i/
e )
___I ·__IIL 1_II 1__
__I_ __LL^_Y__II_I_I__^-·I
_ 1 Il-- ·C 1 -·-I1I --y -l-_ _I1I_--
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CHAPTER VI
MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS
A. The Generation of Symmetric from Asymmetric Channels
Equation (4. 29) bounds the average number of computations required
to process the incorrect subset for channels which are symmetric at their
output with equally likely inputs. No such non-exponential bound has been ob-
tained for the general asymmetric channel except in the almost trivial case of
R < -l1 (-1). We conjecture that the number of decoding computations for the
general channel is an algebraic function of n. However, this is only a con-
jecture, and we are motivated to try to make a stronger statement. To this
end we investigate means of converting a general asymmetric channel into a
symmetric channel for which Equation (4. 29) is applicable.
Our starting point is a paper by Shannon ( 7 ) where he defines channel
inclusion. We quote the definition from Shannon, with slight changes in notation:
Definition: Let qi(j) (i=l, . . . , a; j = 1, . . . , b) be the transition probabilities
for a discrete memoryless channel C 1 and Pk( ) (k = 1, . . ., c; = 1, ... , d)
be those for C. We shall say that C 1 includes C2, C1 C2, if and only if
there exist two sets of transition probabilities, r k(i) and t j(I ), with
r k(i) 0, rk(i) = 1 (6. la)
and
t j( ) O0, t j( ) = 1 (6. b)
and there exists
g - O, Y g = 1
_·I . ____ __ I
__ __··_U _^_I1_I IX___1III__LI__ILIYL--IIII·C-·--LI---^IC-C·-LI-·IIlI·III·
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with
i ga rak(i) qi(j)taj() = Pk( ) (6.2)
The expression Z rak(i)qi(j)taj ( 2 ) may be visualized as the entry in
th th 11 tthe k- row and - column of the matrix [C 2 a] defined by
[C2z] = [R ] [ 1] [T ] (6. 3)
.th th[C 1 ] is the matrix of channel C 1 whose entry in its i- row and j- column is
qi(j). [C1] is, of course, a stochastic matrix, i.e., one whose entries are
all positive and whose rows add to unity. [R ] is a matrix whose entry in the
th th .thk- row and ith column is r k(i); [ T ] is a matrix whose entry in the j- row
and th column is t j(I ). From conditions (6. la) and (6. lb), [R ] and [ T]
are also stochastic matrices and thus they may be thought of as channels.
[C 2 a] is a stochastic matrix, since the product of stochastic matrices is
stochastic. In other words, C2a is a channel obtained by the tandem connection
th
of channels T , C and R in the order named. That is, the i output of T
a' a a.
th · th thfeeds into the i t h input of C 1 and the jth output of C 1 feeds into the jth input of R.a
Using Equation (6. 3) we may rewrite Equation (6. 2) as:
[C 2] = ga [C 2 a] (6. 2a)
where [C 2 ] is the transition probability matrix of C 2. The pre-channel T and
the post-channel R are used as a pair with probability g . When this is the
case we have made channel C 1 "look like" C 2.
Shannon points out that no loss of generality is implied if the channels
T aand R are all pure channels, i.e., all the entries in the [T] and [R ]
_ II XII__I_ I · ·II I_ _I ________I_ --·PIT-·-··)-·Y*-I* ---.·i-^-Uilll-l
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matrices are zero or unity. This implies that each of the channels T and Ra
has the property that a fixed input always produces the same output (although
different inputs may produce the same output).
If we are given a channel C 1 and it includes a channel C 2 symmetric
at its output, and if the corresponding ga is identically simulated at transmitter
and receiver, then by means of the transmitter switching operations implied
by pure channel T and the simultaneous receiver switching operations implied
by pure channel R. C 1 is made to appear like C 2. We then may encode and
decode as if C 2 were actually the channel available and be certain that the
analyses of ChapterIV, Sections E and F, are applicable. The fact that
C 1 includes at least one channel C 2 which is symmetric at its output is proven
in Theorem 4,
Theorem 4: Let C 1 be a discrete memoryless channel with probability qi(j)
.th .th
of receiving the jt- output when the -- input is used, (i=O, .. , a-i; j=O, ... ,b-l).
Then, C1 includes a channel C 2 with the following properties:
1. C 2 is symmetric at both input* and output
2. C 2 has uinputs and outpus where u = min (a, b).
3. The corresponding pairs of pure channels (T , R ) are u in number
and are equally likely, i. e. , q = u for all a.
4. If C1 has non-zero capacity, then C 2 has non-zero capacity.
The proof of Theorem 4 is in Appendix A.
* A channel with transition probabilities qi(j) (i=l, .. , a; j=l, .. ., b) is
symmetric at its input if the set qi(l), . qi(b)} is the same for /all i.
A channel symmetric at both input and output must have an equal number of
inputs and outputs.
__ II___ __ I I_·__I
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Property 3 of Theorem 4 makes the simulation of ga at the transmitter
and receiver relatively simple. For the derived channel C 2 used with sequential
encoding and decoding of constraint length n, we will want to generate sequences
of a choices which are independent over length n. One method that comes to
mind is to make use of the properties of maximal-length shift register se-
quences. ;, A discussion of this method will not be attempted here, since it
would deviate from the central theme of the research and is only of incidental
interest.
B. Sequential Decoding and Incorrect Decisions
Our discussions of the number of decoding computations and probability
of error have been predicated on the assumption that no prior errors have
been made. If an error occurs, say x0 is decoding incorrectly, then the de-
coding of xl will result in a prohibatively large number of computations.
This is so because the encoding and decoding procedures will make the in-
correct x 0 enter into the determination of ui for 1 i n - 1. Thus, over the
ensemble, the probability measure on the pair (U w Vw) for any Uw tested and
Vw received will be Pr 2 [U , V ]. This holds for 1 w - n - 1. Thus,
from a practical point of view, communication is impossible after the receiver
makes an error for the system as described. However. this situation may be
mitigated by the following procedure:
Suppose the X sequence, which is the map of the source sequence S
is expanded by placing after every symbols of X a sequence of n zeros. This
These are discussed by W. Peterson ( 8 ) in his work on error correcting
codes soon to be published as a book. Peterson gives a bibliography of the
mathematical theory of these sequences.
*1 We assume no redundancy places in the X sequence.
----- II
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defines the new sequence X' which has the property that after every sequence
of length I , the encoder is primed, i. e., returned to a state or condition
known with certainty by the receiver. Stated in an equivalent way, X' permits
the encoder and decoder to periodically "forget" the effects of all previous out-
puts of the message sequence S.
We may ask: given an X' sequence of length + n starting with the n
priming symbols, what is the probability that one or more of the information
symbols will be incorrectly decoded? Call this probability P '. Clearly
P ' -<_ P (6. 4)
e e
where P is bounded for various cases in Chapter V.
e
Equations (5. 23) and (6. 4) show that for symmetrical channels we canaccomplisl
block transmission of data in blocks of length , decode sequentially and attain
2 -nE(R)
a probability of error upper bounded by a quantity proportional to n e
Here n is the decoding delay. Optimum block coding with delay n would have a
probability of error proportional to e for R' _ Rcrit where R' is the
reduced rate implied by the expansion of X into X':
R'= R (6. 5)
+n
The scheme described deteriorates the exponent from E(R') to E(R)*,
but exhibits the same type of exponential decrease with delay n. If >> n,
the deterioration is negligible.
* Since R' < R, E(R') > E(R).
I_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ q _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _- I__ -__ _^s__UII__III__··YI_··W-l- ·lil-- ----- -_11·1__-·-···-·I_
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C. The Computation Cutoff Rate and Critical Rate for the BSC
If the crossover probability of the BSC is p = l-q, then the semi-invariant
moment generating function, Li(CT), is
LI((T ) = log [p(2p) + q(2q)(] (6. 6)
Rcutoff= -2[(- --- ) = log 2 - log [1 + 2 f -]
Making the substitution p = 2 
q = +A
,q= g , Equation (6. 7) becomes:
Rcutoff = log 2 - log [ 1 + l A2I
The capacity of the BSC is:
C = log 2 + plogp +q log q
In terms of A, Equation ( 6.8) becomes:
C = 2 [(1+A) log (+:A) + (1-A) log (1-A)]
The critical rate, R is most easily expressed as the capacity of acrit'
BSC with crossover probability of Pcrit where
¢/p
crit = p q 1 -qcrit (6.9)
(6. 7)
(6. 7a)
(6.8)
(6. 8a)
I
------ 
Y · Y-- .--- .
Thus
R = log 2 + log + q log qccrit P crit Pcrit crit crit
Defining Acrit by the relation critcrit crit
1- A
crit
=- 2 , we have as in Equation (6. 8a)
crit - [(l+Acrit) log (+A ) + (1-A.) g (1-Acrit)]crit Crit crit crit crit
(6. 10a)
For a very good BSC, p -0 which implies that C and Rcutoff both ap-
proach log 2. Furthermore, crit - 0 which implies that R approaches
log 2. Thus for very good channels, Rcrit R C log 2.crit cutoff C log 2.
For a very poor BSC, p - -- or A - 0. Expanding Equations (6. 7a)
and (6 .a) in a power series in A and preserving only the dominant term in each
equation we have
R A
cutoff 4
A2
2
(6. 7b)
(6. 8b)
1 1From Equation (69 ), as p -P
From Equations (6. 10a) and (6. 8b) we then have
which implies that A - 0.
crit
A 2
R .ritcrit
crit 2 (6. lOb)
But from Equation (.9) we have for small A,
A
1crit
Pcrit ~ 2
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(6. 10)
_ I
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This implies that rit which when substituted into Equation (6. l0b) yields:
crit 2
A 2
Rcrit 8 (6. 10c)
crit 8
Comparison of Equations (6.. 7b), (6. 8b) and (6. 10c) show that for a very poor
'A2
BSC, 4 R . 2 R C 2-
c rit cutoff 2
Figure 9 is a plot of the ratios C and Cff for the range of C
values. This plot shows that both ratios are monotonically increasing with C.
Furthermore, except for the trivial channel corresponding to p = 0,
Rcrit < Rcutoff. We already had this result when we observed that
1 1 1 1
crit 2 + 1 2 cutoff 1 2 1 2 ThusR )+ A ( ) and R
Rcutoff rit = E1 ( 2 ) which is positive for non-trivial channels.
D. Deviation from Capacity due to Improperly Chosen Input Probabilities
Consider the discrete memoryless channel with transition probability
.th thqi(j) of receiving the jth output when the i t h output is sent. Suppose its capacity,
·thC, is attained when the i-- input is used with probability Pi . Due to diaphantine
constraints imposed by an encoding scheme for this channel, the i t h input is
used with probability pi = p + 6i, where 6. = 0. We desire an expression
for the reduction in average mutual information between input and output for
6i 0.
Observe that
C = max I (i;j) (6. 11)
Pi
where
I____~ ( sqi (j)
I (i;j)= Z Pi qi(j) log ' (6. 12)
' . .~lo r.
1, J J
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where
rj = z piqi(j)
i1
r. =rt.+ - .
3 3 J
-7 5-
(6. 13)
(6. 14)
r = Z P'iqi(j) (6.15)
From Equations (6. 13), (6. 14) and (6. 15) we see
j= 6iiq(j) (6. 16)
Suppose we expand Equation (6..12) in a power series about the set of points
{Pi} ,and preserve only the lowest order deviation terms, since we assume
the 6 i are small.
I ' C+ -- | 61k
k' L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~P
+ Z
k, 
2 -I
aPk aP{
1P i
k6 (6. 17)
The summation a I 6k must equal zero since Pi corresponds
k a Pk {Pi = Pi i
____ ·IIl·Y_IIXIIIII___ ___YlslLI----·····IIL----·------ -
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to capacity. Taking the second partial derivative of Equation (6.12), we have:
62I _ qk(i) q ( j ) (6. 18)
= - z (6. 18)r.
aPk aPI j i
Substituting Equation (6.18) in Equation (6.17) we have:
C 1 6k6 qk(j) q (j) (6. 19)
Z "C- ~ (6. 19)
2 j,k,r 3
Using Equation (6.16), Equation (6.19) simplifies to:
(:-) (E.)
I C 2 2 ( 6 . 19a)
r. j
AIThus the fractional loss in rate, is:C
)2
AT 2 C. (6. 20)
C 2C
E. The Zero Error Capacity of Symmetric Channels
The concept of zero error capacity of a noisy channel was introduced
by Shannon( 9 ). The zero error capacity, C, is the least upper bound of
rates at which it is possible to transmit information at zero probability of
error. Only degenerate channels can have C > 0; non-degenerate channels
have C 0 = 0.
We show in Theorem 5, that for a discrete memoryless channel
symmetric at input and output,
C> -(-1)
Thus for a fully symmetric channel, the result of Equation (4. 21a) is
applicable for R < C 0.
""""~~"~^^-`c)1111-m^l-' .. ...- l~I Y -I.L-· I
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CHAPTER VII
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORIK'
The most striking feature of this research is that it presents a method
of sending data over a discrete memoryless channel with a probability of error
no more than a quantity proportional to n3 exp [-nE(R)] and an average number
4of decoding computations no more than a quantity proportional to n, where n
is the decoding delay and E(R) is an exponent independent of n, but dependent
on rate, R. There is a suggestion, but not proof, that the average number of
computations can in fact be upper bounded by a quantity proportional to n. '
These results actually hold for a channel symmetric at its output. However,
we show in Chapter VI that all channels may be reduced to symmetric channels
for which these results hold.
The fact that the average number of computations varies as n raised to
some power rather than exponentially with n, while the probability of error
varies exponentially with n, permits us to consider the practical realization of
sequential decoders for interestingly large values of n, assured that the com-
plexity of these decoders will not be prohibitive.
The philosophy of this research clearly extends to the case of a semi-
continuous channel, i. e., a channel with discrete inputs and a continuum of
outputs. Here, the mutual information function, I (u; v), is a continuous
rather than a discrete random variable. The thresholds D ( j ) may be defined
w
* We have shown in Chapter IV that the average number of computations required
for the processing of the incorrect subset is upper bounded by a quantity pro-
portional to n for the decoding scheme of Chapter III, Section C. The experi-
mental work of Horstein(1 0 ) on sequential decoding for the BSC suggests that
this quantity is, in fact, an upper bound to the average total number of decoding
computations. Further experimental work is clearly required for verification
of this point.
_ __I_____I·IYIII_C_ --II-)X-IIYY*-*I
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as in Chapter IV and the decoding can proceed as described in Chapter III.
There is one practical difficulty here: one cannot expect the decoding computer,
whether it be analog or digital, to form the function I (u; v) without error. The
effect of these errors can only deteriorate the performance. The practical treat-
ment of the situation, at least for digital computers, is to quantize the range of
I or equivalently quantize the range of the output v. However, this reduces the
channel to a new channel with discrete outputs: the case we have considered.
There is a major unsatisfying aspect of the foregoing summary: this is
the fact that we have not made any meaningful statement about N for asymmetric
channels. True, we have shown that any asymmetric channel may be reduced
to a symmetric channel for which our results are valid, but this reduction is
bound to cause a degradation in Pe if not in N. We conjecture that an asymmetric
channel also has an Rcutoff below which N is proportional to some power of n.
The treatment of this problem is considerably more difficult than the treatment
in Chapter IV, due to the correlation between d(X) and d(XI) where X is the
correct sequence and X' is an element of the incorrect subset. The problem
may be solvable, however, by means of a generalization of the Chernoff bound
to the case of two dependent variables. Let I and I be two random variables,
with probability measure Pr [I, I'] and consider n independent trails of the
pair (I, I'). Let d be the sum of the n values of I and d' be the sum of the
n w
first w values of I' where w _ n. One can bound expressions of the form
Pr [d _< D , d' D' ]. The realization that this technique might be ap-
n n w w
plicable occurred to the writer during the final write-up of this research and
as such, any results following from this technique are not part of this report.
* This generalization was first suggested by Shannon in 1956. Fano was the(1 1
first to apply it for w = n( 6). Recently, Gallager considered the case w n.( )
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Our bounds on N have been conservative in several respects which are
worthy of special mention. First of all, we estimate the average number of
elements of { X1 } which satisfy the criterion, K, without regard to whether
or not these elements might have been rejected at some length less than w.
As a consequence of this, the computation cutoff rate, Rcutoff' results with
RCutoff < C. It is an interesting theoretical and practical question whether
R cutoff is inherent in the sequential decoding procedure or whether it arises
due to imperfect analytic techniques. Secondly, no attempt has been made to
make use of the information available at the receiver about the correct x 2 at
the time the decision on x 1 is made. Clearly, if a sequence, X = (x 1 , . . ., x )
satisfies criterion K. at all lengths, and no other element of { X} satisfies
Kj 1' then we decide on x 1. However, x 2 is very likely to be correct. How
best to exploit this characteristic to reduce decoding complexity without
deteriorating the error exponent is a question worthy of further study.
Although we have taken the effective constraint length of the encoding
operation to be equal to the decoding delay, our derivations require only that
the constraint length be greater than or equal to the decoding delay. An increase
in the effective constraint length requires only a modest increase in encoding
and decoding complexity if the decoding delay is kept constant. These considera-
tions suggest that it might be profitable to use variable decoding delay as a
parameter. When the channel is behaving normally, we may expect the correct
sequence to satisfy a low criterion, perhaps K 1 or K2. However, when the
channel is especially noisy, the smallest criterion satisfied by the correct
sequence, Kj, will be such that j > > 1. This suggests that it might be profitable
to use smaller decoding delays with lower criteria. This point of view should
be expecially applicable to time varying channels. These considerations are
worthy of further study.
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Considerable experimental work is in order to properly evaluate and
understand the full potentialities of sequential decoding. This work naturally
divides into two phases: first, a general purpose digital computer should be
programmed to perform the decoding described in Chapter III. We may expect
from this work an estimate of the mean and variance of the number of decoding
computations. Further, this work is bound to suggest modifications to the de-
(10)
coding procedure which tend to minimize the decoding complexity. Horstein
has made a start in this direction. The second phase of the work should concern
itself with the logical design of a real-time digital computer especially adapted
to sequential decoding so that the physical hardware requirements may be more
fully appreciated. It is only after several special-purpose computers are
constructed for various channels, delays and rates that sequential decoding can
take a natural place in the set of techniques available to the communications
systems designer.
11_4·_ - 11 1 ·111 1· -- I 1~ 
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREMS
We have stated in Chapter II that Theorems 1-3 hold for D = p with
p prime and k a positive integer. However, we have described the encoding
scheme assuming that D was prime (k=l), so that it may be understood by
those readers not familiar with the theory of finite fields. In keeping with this
intent, the proofs below will assume that D is prime. However, the proofs are
easily generalized for k > 1 by making use of the characteristics of the finite
k kfield GF(p) of order D = p . This field is isomorphic to the set of polynomials
in one variable of degree less than k with coefficients in Zp. Addition of field
elements is accomplished by naturally adding their corresponding polynomials,
with coefficients adding mod p. Multiplication of field elements is accomplished
by expressing the natural product of the corresponding polynomials mod the
irreducible polynomial of order k, a root of which generates GF(pk).
To modify the encoding procedure and the following proofs for k > 1,
x and f. are chosen as elements of GF(pk) for all i, j, . The convolu-
tion operation X * G and the addition operation Y F is performed mod the
irreducible polynomial. The proof of the theorems below hold for k > 1 if
the following phrase changes are made;
Notation for k = 1 (D prime) Notation for k > 1
ZD GF (D)
mod D mod irreducible polynomial
integer element of GF (D)
D is prime GF (D) is a field
_ .. . ......
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Theorem 1: Condition 1 is satisfied if the elements of {F} are equally likely.
Proof: Regardless of which map is used, Pr [ut] = Pi if the D possible z t
integers are equally likely. Since z t = Yt + ft (mod D),
Pr [z] = Z Pr [ft] Pr [Yt = t -(md D)]
i 1If the elements of { F} are equally likely, Pr [ft D for all i and t.
Furthermore,
Z Pr [y = z f' (mod D)] = 1
it t
Thus Pr [ zk 1 for all t and k.
Theorem 2: Condition 2 is satisfied if the elements of { F} are equally likely.
Proof: Regardless of which map is used, condition 2 is satisfied if all Z
sequences of length w are equally likely. Let a Z sequence under consideration
be Z = (g . z ) Then Z = Y F, Y = (Y1l *' Yj and F = (fl ' f )
We have already defined the notation {) to mean term by term addition mod D.
Now,
Pr [Z] = Z Pr [F] Pr [Y = Z F]
{F}
where the symbol denotes term by term subtraction mod D. Since w n
by condition 2, all the elements of {F} are equally likely: Pr [F] -
D M
Furthermore,
Z Pr [Y = Z OF] = 1.
{ F}
Thus Pr [Z] = L i. e., all Z sequences of length w n are equally likely.
Dw
___I_ I_
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Theorem 3: Condition 3 is satisfied for any pair (X, X' ) where xt = x t for
t
t 0 and x x 1 if
(a) the elements of { F} are equally likely, and
(b) the elements of { G} are equally likely.
Proof: Clearly U and U' will be independent if the sequences Z = (zl, . . Zn)
and Z' = (zI X. . ' Zn) are independent. Suppose the pair (X, X') is fixed.
The space of pairs { Y, Y'} has a probability measure induced on it by the
measure on { G} and possibly dependent on the pair ( X, X')
Now
Dn
Pr [Z, Z'] = Z Pr [Z, Z', Fi]
i=l
Dn
lPr [Z, Z'IFi] Pr [Fi] (A. 1)
i=l
If all elements of ( F} are equally likely, Pr [Fi] = D n. Further, a fixed
pair (Z, Z') and F. uniquely determine the pair (Yi, Yi ) where
Y. = Z Fi, Y = Z' ®F.. Thus,
Pr [Z, Z'IFi] = Pr [Yi, Y ] and Equation (A. 1) may be
rewritten as:
Dn
Pr [Z, Z'] = D -n Pr [Yi, Yi ] (A.2)
i=l 
Dn
Consider the sum z Pr [Yi' Y]. This is a sum of probabilities of D n points
i= 1
in the space { Y, Y} which contains D points. The pairs {Yi, Y} have one
thing in common: they have the same difference, i. e., Yi ( Y ! = Z ( Z' = 0r.
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That is, is uniquely defined by the pair (Z, Z') under consideration. Since
in the space { Y, Y'} there are exactly Dn points satisfying the condition
Dn
Y OY' = , the sum Z Pr [Yi' Yi]may be replaced by the single term
i=l 1
Pr [ ]. In other words we have defined a new space { l) containing Dn
points. We propose to show that for a fixed (X, X'), the elements of ( i]}
will be equally likely if the elements of { G} are equally likely.
Now if Y X *G and Y' = X'* G, - = Y - Y' = X *G - X' G (X-X')*G.
The last equation follows from the way the convolution operation * was defined
and the rules of modular arithmetic. Define i = X X' where t = x - x. t
Now t = 0 for t 0 by hypothesis. Also 1 0 0 since xl / x 1 by hypothesis.
We may write the equation E * G = TB in matrix form with iT and G taken as
column vectors:
5, \5\ \
\ \
\ \
_z _1 Ign-
117
The matrix of Equation (A. 3) is triangular. Thus its determinant is the
nproduct of the major diagonal terms and equals Bi. Since D is prime and
e1 / , e1 0 and the matrix is non-singular. Thus 1] uniquely specifies G
and G uniquely specifies ti. For the , matrix defined by( X, X'), suppose
_III__C*llll______*I I·1IIYI-L1IX-^--II( --·IUI-II_.L_LL1_ULU-)-_IIII-XL -1I·-_I1 _1
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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1 = when G = G. Thus Pr [1]=Pr [ G]. Since all elements of ( G} are equally
^ p-nlikely be hypothesis, Pr [ ] = D
Combining our results we have
Dn
-n Pr ~ Yi' Y ,Pr [ Z, Z'] = D - n Pr [Yi' Y1
i=l
_np I -n Zn
DPr D-nPr [ G] D (A. 4)
From the hypothesis of Theorem 3, we know from Theorem 2 that
Pr [Z] = Pr [Z] = Dn. Thus:
Pr [Z] Pr [Z'] = DZn (A. 5)
Combining Equations (A. 4) and (A. 5) we obtain the desired result:
Pr [Z, Z'] = Pr [Z] Pr [Z'],
the condition for independence of Z and Z'.
Theorem 4: Let C1 be a discrete memoryless channel with probability qi(j)
th th .
of receiving the j output when the i input is used, (i=O, ... , a-1;j=O, ... , bl).
Then, C1 includes a channel C 2 with the following properties:
1. C 2 is symmetric at both input and output
2. C 2 has u inputs, where u = min (a, b)
3. The corresponding pairs of pure channels (T , R ) are u in number
and are equally likely, i. e., q = 1 for all a
4. If C1 has non-zero capacity, then C2 has non-zero capacity.
Proof: If a > b,we can reach the capacity of C 1 by using only b of the inputs.
If a < b, we may place C 1 in tandem with a pure post-channel which connects
_II____*^LIYI1IPIPIPL_L_·-_- ---- -----I
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a-i of the outputs of C 1 to a-l outputs of the post-channel. The remaining
thb-a+l outputs of C 1 are connected to the a-th output of the post-channel. Thus
we have defined a channel included in C 1 with a inputs and a outputs. The post-
channel can always be chosen so that if C 1 has non-zero capacity, the included
channel has non-zero capacity. Thus without loss of generality, we may as-
sume for the purposes of the following that C 1 has u inputs and u outputs,
where u = min (a, b). Consider the u by u matrix [T] with entries t..,
(i = 0 v-l; j=O, ... , u -) such that to; u-l= 1, ti+ i for
O < i - - 2, and tij = 0 otherwise. In other words, all the tij are zero except
those below the major diagonal and to, v ' all of which are unity. It is easy
to show that [T] is an orthogonal matrix whose transpose is its inverse, i. e.,
[T]t = [T] 
Pre-multiplication of [C 1 ] by [T] performs a cyclic permutation
of the rows of [C 1 ]; post-multiplication of [C 1 ] by [T] performs a cyclic
.th row/columnpermutation of the columns of [C 1]. In both cases, the i- row/column
becomes the (i+l) S t row/column, where i+l is expressed mod u.
Let [C 1] be partitioned as shown in Equation (A. 6)
[CL 1= (A. 6)
LC-H c]21 C22J
where C12 is the column vector (q(u-1), ... q,(-1))
C21 is the row vector (qu- 1 ( 0 ) . . . ' q 1(u-2))
C 2 2 = qu _(U-l)
In view of the effects of pre-multiplication by [ T] and post-multiplication by
[T] t we may write
__1 _111_1.1111111^1_-1 liL1l.-·11_- --
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(A. 7)
Let pli(j) be the entry in the i row and j- column of the matrix
[T] [C 1 ] [T]t. Then Equation (A. 7) states that
Pli (j ) = qi+l (j + 1) (A. 8)
where i + 1 and j + 1 are taken mod u.
For a a non-negative integer, we may define the matrix operation
[Ta C] Tat th th[T] a [C1] [T]t whose entry in the i t h row and j- column we call p (j).
[T] is taken as the u by u identity matrix. By an argument similar to the
preceding, we may show
P i(j) = i (j+a) (A. 9)
where i + a and j + a are taken mod u.
Define the channel C 2 with transition probability matrix [C2] with
entries pi(j) as:
u -1
[c] - [T]a[C1] [T] (A. 10)
a=0
Using the notation of Chapter V, section A, we have defined the channel
C2 included in C 1 by means of pure pre-channels Ta with matrix [ T]a and
pure post-channels R with matrix [ T]ta. The index a runs from zero to u-1
andg = for all a.
From Equations (A.9) and (A. 10)
U -1 1 -1
Pi(j) = a pai = a qa (j +a) (A. 11)
a=O a=0
____II_ ___·^PIU IIIYllj_·_ll_______II-*· .-.
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For any integer k, 0 < k _ u - 1,
u-1
Pi+k(jfk) = - qi+k+a (jfka)
k+u -l
qi+ (j+a) = i(j) (A. 12)
a=k
Equation (A. 12)indicates that channel C 2 is symmetric at input and
output.
The capacity of the symmetric channel C2 will be obtained when the
inputs are equally likely. This will induce the outputs to be equally likely.
Thus the capacity is given by Equation (A. 13):
u-i
Capacity of C 2 = log + pi(j) log Pi(j ) (A. 13)
j=0
Note that due to the symmetry of C 2 , the summation of Equation (A. 13) is
independent of the input i. However,
v-1
j= Pi (j) log pi(j) log u (A. 14)
1 1
with equality if and only if pi(j) = for all j. But if pi(j) = for all j, C
has zero capacity. Thus if C 1 has non-zero capacity, the right hand side of
Equation (A. 13) is positive, and C 2 has non-zero capacity.
It is significant to note that we have completed the proof of Theorem 4
with an arbitrary ordering of the inputs and outputs of C 1 . If we were going to
construct C 2 from C 1 , as described above, we would chose an ordering which
would maximize the capacity of C 2 .
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Theorem 5: If a discrete memoryless channel is symmetric at input and
output, then C - 1l(-1).
Proof: Our starting point is a result of Shannon (
C 0 -log min A.. Pi Pj (A. 15)O~( 15) 
Pi i,j
where Pi is the probability of using the ith input letter and Aij is the connectivity
matrix of the channel, i. e., if qi(k) is the transition probability of sending the
th thi input and receiving the k t h output, A.. = 1 if there exists an output k such
that qi(k) 0, qj(k) / 0. Otherwise A..ij = 0.
From Equation (A. 15) we observe
C > -log TZ Aij Pi Pj (A. 16)i,j
where p. is any input probability measure.1
For a channel symmetric at input and output, there are an equal
number, say a, of inputs and outputs. We say that input i is connected to
output j if qi(j) / 0. If input i is connected to k outputs, then it must be con-
nected to k inputs, since the channel is symmetric. Further, all inputs
must be connected to k inputs.
If we take p. = for all i,1 a
1 kZ pi Pj Aij. ka= k (A.. 17)
21 1
Defining r = Pi qi(j), we see that r. - for all j if p. - for all i.i i' 1 j a 1 a
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Consider the expression 2 p.r..{ i, j Iqi(j) / 1 3
that for each i, qi(j) 0 for k values of the index j.
We have already observed
Thus,
S { i, j (j) O}
1 k
Pirj = . ka =
a
Comparison of Equations (A. 17) and (A. 18) shows
Z Pipj Aij =
1, 
(A. 19)2, p.r.
{ i, j qi(j)/0} 1 
Thus C 0= -log Pi ri
But we show in Appendix B that the right hand side of Equation (A. 20) is
-l,(- 1). This is the desired result.
A
(A. 18)
(A. 20)
___I _ Ill_-·-_LI_.II._
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1
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APPENDIX B
CHERNOFF BOUNDS
Consider the problem of estimating the probability that the sum of in-
dependent and identically distributed random variables exceeds (or is less
than) some value. A technique for accomplishing this has been described by
Chernoff(l1 ) and has been extensively used by workers in the field of informa-
tion theory starting with Shannon ( . The technique will be described here
in the context of this research.
Suppose the discrete random variable I, - o< I < , has probability
measure Pr [I]. The moment generating function (m. g.f. ) of I,: g((), is:
g(() = Z eTIPr[I] (B. 1)
{I}
Clearly g(G-) is a continuous function of 0- with all derivatives defined
for -oo< T<oo.
Let (I1, ..., In) be n independent occurrences of the random variable I.
Form the sum
n
dn k I (B. 2)
The m. g. f. of the random variable d, g is:
g() e IkIk Pr [I 1. I] (B. 3)
{1,,n
-l·-(--·--csr_-ur^ n **^rr_·---·^--rra---l·LsW1·orr*-_-
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n
From the independence condition, Pr [I, ... , I] = II Pr [Ik] . This
k=l
causes Equation (B. 3) to reduce to
gn(() = Ik = [g(I)] (B. 3a)
k=l { Ik
We are interested in the probability that d is greater than or equal to
some value, say A. For the set Id d n e for ... I .
Using this fact, we may rewrite Equation (B. 3) as:
() e Pr [I1,.. , I] (B.4)
Using Equation (B. 3a), Equation (B. 4) may be rewritten as:
Pr [dn A] efA(f)-rA (B. 5)
where we have defined (() = log g(0-).
Equation (B. 5) is valid for all O( > 0. We may choose 0- such that the
exponent is minimized. Differentiating with respect to 0( and setting the
result equal to zero, we obtain:
Pr [dn > n'(()] _ e n[1 ( C)- ( ()1()], C 0 (B. 6)
where >'(() = d (
A. similar derivation will show:
Pr [d n'(0)] c en[ (( )- 0( -)] (7 <0 (B. 7)
n
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It is easy to show that
1(0) = C z I Q5[I] (B.8)
(I)
where
e 0- I P[I]Q [ I] = e I p[I] (B 9)
{I}
The function Q[I] may be viewed as a "tilted" probability measure on the
(13)random variable I, a formulation introduced by Cramer The mean of I
with respect to this tilted measure is t'(C).
Similarly one can show
d 2
" dZ(() - [I-w '(G)] Q[I] (B. 10)
That is, "(() is the variance of I with respect to the tilted measure. Except
in the trivial case of I = constant, ±" () is positive for - oo < ( < + o. Thus
' (() varies monotonically with (7.
The exponent in Equations (B. 6) and (B. 7) is E(() = 7I'(()-~().
Considered as a function of the parameter C7, E(G') has a slope equal to
('7"('). Thus, except for the trivial case of I = constant, E(') > 0, -oo<< oo,
with equality only at ( = 0.
The mean of I with respect to Pr [I] is given by [['(0). Thus Equation
(B. 6) is applicable for A = n'() greater than or equal to the mean of d ,
while Equation (B. 7) is applicable for A = n'() less than or equal to the mean
of d . Further, from Equations (B. 8) and (B. 9) we observe:
n
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lim p'(() = Imi n (B. Ila)
0-- -O
lim '(O) = I (B. lib)
C C 00max
where I and I are the minimum and maximum values of the random
min max
variable I. Thus is uniquely defined by .L'(Gf). The range of E((Y) and L'(O)
and their mutual relationship is shown graphically in Figure 6.
Suppose we desire to permit I to become -oo with a positive probability
but never become +oo. Then the function g(0-) is well defined only for 0' > 0.
As such, g(0-) is no longer a moment generating function. However, the
derivation of Equation (B. 6) will follow nevertheless and be applicable for
> 0. Similarly if we permit I to become + with a positive probability,
but never become -oo, then the function g((T) is well defined only for 0f < 0.
In this research, the random variable I is the mutual information
between input letter i and output letter j for the channel with transition
probability matrix qi(j) with the input i used with probability Pi. That is,
I(i;j) = log (B. 12)
r.
where rj Pi qi (j)
I
We are concerned with two probability measures on the pair (i, j):
Pr 1 [i, j] = piqi(j) (B. 13)
Pr 2 [i, j] = pirj
___111_ _1 LIII____IIPIIII__1-1111 _ UI-_.·LIIII_·_--_IYllslllYI__I_--·-- ..
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Associated with these measures are the functions gl((T) and g 2(C)
defined as in Equation (B. 1).
For non-degenerate channels (qi(j) / 0 for all (i, j)), the random
variable I(i; j) can assume only finite values ardgl ( (T) and g 2 ((T) are well
defined for -oo < < oo.
In the case of degenerate channels, for any pair (i, j) such that
qi(j) = 0, I (i; j)=. -o. With respect to Pr, the event will occur with zero
probability. Thus gl(CT) is well defined for -oo < < oo. However, with
respect to Pr 2 , the event I (i; j) = -oo may occur with positive probability.
Thus g 2(CT) is well defined only for > 0.
Using Equations (B. 1), (B. 13) and (B. 14), we may write for the
general case:
1 (] T+ [qi(j)]
p.gl ® = Pzi (B. 15)
{ i,jlqi(j) / 0} 1 [rj](
[ qi(j)] 
g2() = Z Pi -1 (B.16)
1n 1w h [r j]
From Equation (B. 15) we have the useful relationship
P 1 (-) = log g(-1) = log Z Pirj (B. 17)
From Equations (B. 15) and (B. 16) we have
(B. 18)gl(CT) = g 2 (C+ 1), > -1
 _ _I __ -LI-_--^-I-P· _ 1 _1*111.1...
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For non-degenerate channels, Equation (B. 18) is valid for -oo < < oo.
Thus 1 (- 1)=K(0)= the mean of I with respect to Pr2 .
It is the relationship expressed in Equation (B. 18) which makes the
qi(j)
choice of the random variable I(i;j) = log so useful in this problem.
- -2 
Let I and I be the means of the random variable I with respect to
Pr 1 and Pr 2 respectively. We proceed to show I 0, with equality if and
only if the channel has zero capacity.
qi(j)
I = Z Pirjlog = - r.logr + Z pirjlogqi(j) (B. 19)
i,jj j j ,j
(14)By the inequality of the geometric and arithmetic mean,
Z Pi log qi(j) = log II [qi(j)] _p i log piqi(j) = log r (B. 20)
i i i
with equality if and only if the transition probabilities from every input letter
.th
to the j- output letter are equal. Substituting Equation (B. 20) in Equation
(B. 19) we have I _ 0. Equality can hold if and only if for every j, the
transition probabilities from all inputs are equal. But this situation describes
a channel with zero capacity. This yields the desired result.
-l
In any practical coding problem, the capacity C > I > 0. Thus we
have the situation I < 0 < I.
In this research we have occasion to select a quantity D such that
2 < D < n 1
nI < D nI (B.21)
n
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and desire to bound the probabilities Pr 1 [d _ Dn] and Pr 2 [dn Dn].
For D selected as in Equation (B. 21), there exist unique quantities 0( < 0
and X > O such that D = nl(() = n( ). For D > n(-l), as will
be the case for all non-degenerate channels, we may use Equation (B. 18) to
observe that X = 0( + 1. Substituting this result in Equation (B. 6), we have
Pr 2 [dd _ D ] < eel( f ) en[~ l( ) - (( )] (B. 22)
Direct use of Equation (B.7) yields:
Prl[d Dn] en[il ( i ) - (L(T) ] (B. 23)
-- - I· I^-_IL_ IX II_1I-__II___I
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